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Pierre-Philippe Bauzin (1933-2005) was a skilled keyboard performer, improviser, and 

composer. By way of his close personal friendship with renowned saxophonist Jean-Marie 

Londeix, Bauzin began dedicating, composing, and often times performing music for saxophone 

with Londeix, beginning in 1959. The results of this friendship produced eleven original works 

for saxophone with diverse instrumentation, ranging from solo compositions to large ensembles. 

Due to Bauzin’s preference for improvising the piano accompaniments of his music on each 

performance, however, a majority of his compositions were thought to be incomplete or lost. 

This study surveys Bauzin’s complete opus for saxophone by way of both his published works, 

and my rediscovery of the manuscripts to these previously assumed lost compositions for 

saxophone. The pieces studied are Sonata no. 1 (1959), Poème (1960), Cinq Pièces Breves en 

Forme de Musique (1960), Esquisses (1967), Divertimento (1968), and Quatuor no. 1 (1962). In 

addition, chapter 8 provides information regarding other compositions for saxophone by Bauzin 

that did not survive in their completed form. The survey of each work contains information 

pertaining to creation, performances of significance in saxophone history, and compositional 

techniques present within each work that can be used to identify the components of Bauzin’s 

unique compositional style. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Significance  

Pierre-Philippe Bauzin was born in Saint Emilion, France, on April 12, 1933. At the age 

of ten, he was awarded the first prize in piano and harmony from the Academy of Music in 

Bordeaux.1 It was at the Bordeaux Academy where Bauzin first met saxophonist Jean-Marie 

Londeix, when Bauzin was enrolled in the class of harmony with the sister of Londeix.2 At an 

early age, Bauzin’s musical skill manifested itself in composition, keyboard performance, and 

improvisation.  By the age of twelve, he had become the organist at St. Pierre Church in 

Bordeaux, and then organist at the Church of Norte Dame de Lourdes by age sixteen.3  

Shortly after being named prize winner at the Bordeaux Academy, Bauzin began his 

training at the Paris Conservatory. He studied harmony with Maurice Duruflè, orchestral 

direction with Louis Fourestier, musical analysis with Oliver Messiaen, and composition with 

both Darius Milhaud and his primary teacher, Arthur Honegger.4  

Bauzin possessed a ravenous appetite for knowledge during his schooling. While 

studying orchestral direction with Fourestier, students were forbidden from taking composition 

lessons until the class had been completed.5 Bauzin disobeyed and began taking composition 

lessons in secret with Arthur Honegger at the Ecole Normale de musique.6  On the day of the 

1 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, “Biography,” accessed May 10, 2017, 
http://pierrephilippebauzin.free.fr/Francais/PierrePhilippeBauzin.php?page=Biographie. 
2 The Londeix Lectures, Pierre-Philippe Bauzin ‘et le musique pour Saxophone’”, DVD (Wright State University, 
2012), disc 4. 
3 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin “Biography”. 
4 The Londeix Lectures, disc 4. 
5 Jean-Gabriel Bauzin, Email to the author, May 5, 2017. 
6 Jean-Gabriel Bauzin, Email to the author, May 5, 2017. 
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orchestral direction exam, Bauzin arrived to the exam only to find the jury was comprised of 

both Fourestier and Honegger.7 Bauzin was obliged to greet both teachers with “maître”, the 

customary greeting for one’s teacher, and Fourestier immediately understood.8 “He asked to 

Honnegger; what do you think of this character? And Honegger answered: The same as you!”9  

While studying at the Paris Conservatory, Bauzin continued to perform on the keyboard. 

To earn money, Bauzin played at night in the piano bars of Paris, even though this was seen to be 

in poor taste by a classical student at the time.10 By the conclusion of his time at the Paris 

Conservatory, Bauzin had earned degrees in composition, orchestral direction, harmony, and 

radio technology.11 After graduation, Bauzin took a job at local radio station where he would 

lock himself in the studio through the night, and improvise on the station’s grand piano. 12 

Upon graduation, Bauzin planned to enter the Mitropoulos Competition, at the urging of 

Louis Fourestier, but was drafted into military service.13 In 1954, France had entered into a war 

with Algeria, and military service was compulsory at this time.14 Bauzin was sent to the front 

lines in Algeria, where he suffered a terrible accident. While driving in a jeep with a platoon of 

several men, the vehicle detonated a landmine.15 All men in the vehicle, including Bauzin, were 

declared dead.16 Miraculously, a soldier noticed movement from Bauzin’s body in the morgue, 

                                                 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
11 The Londeix Lectures, disc 4. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Jean-Gabriel Bauzin, Email to the author, May 5, 2017. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid. 
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and he then received necessary medical attention, eventually leading to a full recovery.17  

It was shortly after the incident in Algeria when Bauzin had a “chance encounter” with 

Jean-Marie Londeix in the city of Nice, in 1959, where Bauzin had returned to take a job at the 

local radio station.18 From this meeting Bauzin was inspired to compose his Sonata no. 1 for alto 

saxophone and piano for Londeix. This was both his first work for saxophone and first work 

since recovering from his near death incident in Algeria. This instance began a rich and 

extremely productive period of composition for Bauzin, during which time he wrote some of his 

most important works. These include numerous pieces for saxophone including his Op. 15 

Sonata no. 1 for alto saxophone and piano (1959), Op. 18 Concerto no. 1 for alto saxophone and 

Orchestra (1960), Op. 19 Cinq Pièces breves en forme de Musique for alto saxophone and piano 

(1960), Op. 20 Poème for alto saxophone and orchestra (1960), Op. 29 Quatuor no.1 pour 

saxophones (1962), Op. 32 Concerto for Saxophone Quartet (1962), Op. 55 Concerto no. 2 for 

alto saxophone and string orchestra (1964), Op. 57 Esquisses for solo alto saxophone (1966), Op. 

63 Divertimento for saxophone trio (1968), and Op. 70 Sonata no.2 for alto saxophone and piano 

(1971).19 

These works were largely championed by Bauzin’s friend, saxophonist Jean-Marie 

Londeix, who performed and recorded numerous pieces of his opus for saxophone. They 

included not only international performances in Belgium, Spain, and Russia, but also in America 

at the first two World Saxophone Congresses.20 Bauzin’s notability as a composer for saxophone 

                                                 
17 Andrè Peyregne, “Le compositeur Pierre-Philippe Bauzin est mort,” Nice Matin, January 12, 2005. 
18 The Londeix Lectures, disc 4. 
19 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, “Catalog,” accessed May 10, 2017, 
http://pierrephilippebauzin.free.fr/Francais/PierrePhilippeBauzin.php?page=Biographie. 
20 James Umble, Jean-Marie Londeix: Master of the Modern Saxophone (Cherry Hill: Roncorp Inc., 2000), 618-621. 
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grew during this time, and his Op.32 and Op. 55 were dedicated to Daniel Deffayet, the then 

professor of saxophone at the Paris Conservatory.21 

During these productive twelve years, Bauzin also received acclaim outside of the realm 

of music for saxophone. His Op. 20, Concerto for Flute and String Orchestra (1960) was 

championed and recorded by celebrated flautist Jean-Pierre Rampal.22 His Op. 24 Double 

Concerto for Trumpet and Piano was awarded the Renè Doire Prize in 1961.23 In 1962, Bauzin’s 

Op. 28 Symphony for Organ received the prize from the Society of Music Authors, Composers 

and Editors.24 The culmination of his prize winning occurred in 1976 when Bauzin was awarded 

the Grand Prix of the International Music Competition of Barcelona, in the area of composition, 

for his Op. 88 Don Quijote for orchestra and choir.25 

Later in life, Bauzin was employed for some time as a professor of music at the Academy 

of Cannes and Grasse.26 Additionally, he was frequently invited to universities in New York to 

speak on organ improvisation.27 Bauzin was also the guest organist for Saint Peter’s Basilica in 

Rome, where he was invited on numerous occasions to perform by Pope John-Paul II.28  Londeix 

explains that toward the end of his life Bauzin would walk many miles on foot to small churches 

in Nice to perform organ for religious services, in order to meet his need for musical 

                                                 
21 Harry Gee, Saxophone Soloists and Their Music: 1844-1985 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 191. 
22 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, “Biography,” accessed May 10, 2017, 
http://pierrephilippebauzin.free.fr/Francais/PierrePhilippeBauzin.php?page=Biographie. 
23 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin “Biography”. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid.  
28 Ibid. 
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fulfillment.29 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin died in Nice on Jan 11, 2005.30 

Despite Bauzin’s rich output for saxophone, upon his death only a single saxophone 

work, his Divertimento for Saxophone Trio, had been published.31 A primary factor contributing 

to this was Bauzin’s immense skill as an improviser. Frequently, Bauzin would not compose the 

piano accompaniment to many of his works, but rather would improvise the accompaniment on 

each performance.32 To Bauzin, he felt no need to compose the accompaniment, as his 

improvisatory skill did not require notated music.33 As such, the output of Bauzin’s saxophone 

music was left unorganized, and largely in manuscript form at his death. Upon the urging of 

Jean-Maire Londeix, Bauzin’s Sonata no. 1 was published by the French publisher Alphonse 

Leduc in 2006.34 

Bauzin’s music has been making a slow reemergence in the twenty first century. Jean-

Marie Londeix added the Sonata no. 1 to his teaching repertoire at Bordeaux, in its manuscript 

form, starting in 1980.35 At the Fourteenth World Saxophone Congress in Slovenia in 2006, the 

French-Canadian saxophonist Daniel Gauthier performed the Poème for saxophone and full 

orchestra.36 This led to the restoration of the piano reduction of this work by Bauzin’s son, Jean-

Gabriel in 2008. Recently, Londeix listed the Sonata no. 1 as a repertoire choice for the second 

                                                 
29 The Londeix Lectures, disc 4. 
30 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin “Biography”.  
31 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Divertimento for saxophone trio, (Paris: Henry Lemoine), 1970.  
32 The Londeix Lectures, disc 4. 
33 Jean-Gabriel Bauzin, Email to the author, May 5, 2017. 
34 Jean-Marie Londeix, email to the author, March 13, 2017. 
35 Umble, Jean Marie Londeix, 120. 
36 “14th World Saxophone Congress/ D. Gauthier,” last modified April 1,2007, accessed May 29,2017, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNNwHhqRRUk. 
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round of the International Jean-Marie Londeix Saxophone Competition in 2017.37 Although 

these two pieces have been restored, they represent only a small percentage of Bauzin’s prolific 

output for saxophone between 1959 and 1972. Until currently, these other compositions for 

saxophone have thought to be lost, or incomplete. The result of this document has been the 

restoration of these works for saxophone to their published form, by way of the author’s 

rediscovery of these missing manuscripts. 

 

State of Research 

Considering the important relationship with saxophonist Jean-Marie Londeix, and large 

size of his compositional output for saxophone, the current state of research on Bauzin is 

extremely limited. The document will serve as an important tool in better understanding the 

nature, scope, and depth of Bauzin’s contribution to the history and development of literature for 

the saxophone. This lack of research is evidence for the necessity of the document. 

The most significant resource available is The Londeix Lectures, a video series in which 

Jean-Marie speaks on various saxophone compositions. One chapter of the presentation is 

divided between the music of Bauzin and composer Christian Lauba, resulting in fifteen minutes 

of primary source material about Bauzin.38 Additionally, in James Umble’s book, Jean-Marie 

Londeix: Master of the Modern Saxophone, a listing of the premiere dates and locations of some 

of Bauzin’s music is present within the appendix.39 Jean-Marie Londeix’s Comprehensive Guide 

to Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-2003 contains one entry on Bauzin in which nine compositions 

                                                 
37 Competition,” Jean-Marie Londeix International Competition, accessed May 12, 2017, 
https://www.music.mahidol.ac.th/events/jean-marie-londeix-international-saxophone-competition. 
38 The Londeix Lectures, disc 4. 
39 James Umble, Jean-Marie Londeix, 618-621.  
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are listed with dates, instrumentation, duration, and dedication.40 Harry Gee’s Saxophone 

Soloists and Their Music contains a similar list of works by Bauzin, organized by saxophone 

performer to whom the pieces were dedicated, and in some instances provides information on 

premiere date and location of each composition by Bauzin.41 The website 

pierrephilippebauzin.free.fr, is currently operated by the composer’s son, and contains a 

biography, catalog listing of his opus, photos, and audio files.42 Two of his works have been 

recorded on Londeix’s album, Private Recordings, and one work was recorded by William Street 

on Sonate Bucolique. 

At this time, there exist no journal articles or dissertations on the subject of Pierre-

Philippe Bauzin, or his music for saxophone. This document will fill the current void in scholarly 

research available specific to this composer, and his significant contributions to the saxophone.  

 

Purpose 

The purpose of this document is to examine both the published and previously lost music 

for saxophone by Pierre-Philippe Bauzin. These published pieces include his Sonata no. 1 for 

alto saxophone and piano, Poème for Alto Saxophone and Orchestra, and Divertimento for 

Saxophone Trio. These works represent the current known output of Bauzin’s available 

saxophone compositions, and are representative of the diverse compositional techniques present 

within Bauzin’s musical language. The previously assumed lost pieces included in this document 

are the Esquisses for Solo Saxophone, Cinq Pièces breves en forme de Musique for Alto 

                                                 
40 Jean-Marie Londeix, A Comprehensive Guide to Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-2003 (Cherry Hill: Roncorp Inc., 
2003), 27.  
41 Gee, Saxophone Soloists and Their Music, 191, 215-216. 
42 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Accessed May 10, 2017, http://pierrephilippebauzin.free.fr. 
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Saxophone and Piano, Concerto no. 1 for Alto Saxophone and Orchestra, Quatuor no. 1, Sonata 

no. 2 for Alto saxophone and Piano, Concerto no. 2 for Alto saxophone and String Orchestra, 

and Concerto for Saxophone Quartet.  

Although previously unknown, these pieces play an equally important role in saxophone 

history. When the First World Saxophone Congress took place in Chicago in 1969, the leading 

international members of the saxophone community, including Londeix, were invited to perform 

at this event. Included in this historical program were the Esquisses by Bauzin.43 These lost 

works represent a currently unknown majority of Bauzin’s opus for saxophone that meets the 

high artistic standard of his published saxophone music, and when studied will work to further 

enhance the scope and impact of Bauzin’s contribution to the instrument. 

As such, this research not only provides important information about the currently 

published music by Bauzin, but also exposes readers to the previously unknown wealth of 

additional compositions for saxophone, which act to further enhance the composer’s overall 

impact to the literature for saxophone.  This document advocates for the far greater overall 

significance of Bauzin’s impact on the saxophone history than is currently understood. The result 

is the most comprehensive source on Bauzin’s music for saxophone, an improved understanding 

of Bauzin’s role as a more prolific composer for saxophone than previously known, and a 

summation of stylistic techniques utilized by this composer.  

 

Method 

The works studied in this document encompass a diverse representation of original music 

                                                 
43 Thomas Liley, A Brief History of the World Saxophone Congress: 1969-2000 (Ham’s Lake: Jeannè, Inc., 2003), 
10. 
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for solo saxophone, saxophone and piano, and saxophone chamber music. Additionally, seven of 

the pieces discussed are rediscoveries of previously lost works. I secured manuscripts of all 

works listed above, including both the published and unpublished works, for study within the 

document.  

An important element included within the document is a survey of works composed by 

Bauzin. This information was gathered through electronic communication with Jean-Gabriel 

Bauzin, the son of the composer, and saxophonist Jean-Marie Londeix, personally. Each piece 

discussed first contains a narrative survey highlighting the circumstances and premiere of each 

composition. This background information helps explain how each work fits into the narrative of 

Bauzin’s opus, as well as the larger chronicle of saxophone history. Additionally, because I have 

rediscovered many manuscripts of the works surveyed in this document, a brief description of 

changes between the original manuscript and the resultant published version of each composition 

is discussed. 

After analyzing the historical components present within each composition, the document 

addresses musical choices which are representative of the characteristics of Bauzin’s individual 

compositional style. Since very few recordings of his music, along with few surviving 

manuscripts exist, it is necessary to define the hallmarks of these compositions that function to 

create this composer’s unique, individual, compositional voice. It is demonstrated that the 

individuality of Bauzin’s compositional language provides a direct correlation to the 

development of saxophone literature at this juncture of the instrument’s history. 

These composition qualities are categorized into six features present in Bauzin’s music 

that are both representative to his compositional style, as well as signifiers of components of the 

contemporary aesthetic the saxophone was developing at this time. These characteristics are the 
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use of grace notes, rhythmic displacement, perpetual motion, interval of a seventh, octaves, and 

harmonic sequencing. Although these techniques are not unique to Bauzin alone, this section of 

the methodology will demonstrate the function of these six hallmarks as representative of the 

larger classification of Bauzin’s compositional profile. By citing individual examples from the 

works studied, it will be made apparent how these instances both advance the repertoire of 

saxophone, in order to validate Bauzin’s role as an integral member of saxophone history. 

 

Compositional Style 

According to Jean Marie Londeix, the music of Pierre-Philippe Bauzin is significantly 

influenced by his study with Arthur Honegger. Aesthetically, he describes Bauzin as a composer 

“essentially of pure joy” and whose music was “full of humanity, warmth, and generosity”.44 

After his accident in the Algerian War, Bauzin felt he was living on borrowed time, which fueled 

both his compositional output and aesthetic.45 He felt music was “a partner to which he owed so 

much, and to whom he gave so much”.46  

Harmonically, Londeix identifies Bauzin as operating entirely within the tonal spectrum 

of composition.47 Londeix elaborates by explaining Bauzin’s “language, in the post-romantic 

tradition, is particularly adapted to the possibilities of the saxophone, and is indicative of the 

enthusiasm characterizing the ‘thirty glorious years’ ”.48 The thirty glorious years was a period 

of time in post World War One France where the middle class flourished and many luxuries were 

                                                 
44 Jean-Marie Londeix, e-mail message to the author, March 13, 2017. 
45 Andrè Peyregne, “Le compositeur Pierre-Philippe Bauzin est mort,” Nice Matin, January 12, 2005. 
46 Londeix, email message. 
47 Jean-Marie Londeix, A Comprehensive Guide to Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-2003 (Cherry Hill: Roncorp Inc., 
2003), 27.  
48 Jean-Marie Londeix, e-mail message to the author, March 13, 2017. 
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available to the working class for the first time, including music.49 Londeix elaborates on the 

inherent skill and quality of Bauzin’s compositions by stating:  

Along my career, I met many composers, sometimes renowned. Some of them are 
obviously talented, skillfully able to write what they imagine, [but] the authentic creators 
are rare, endowed with the ability to hear their music mentally before it is played. Even 
rarer are those who [are] masters of a singular personal, original, and imperious style. 
Pierre-Philippe Bauzin is one of the latter, those privileged beings who madly live their 
art in an exceptional, extraordinary, and admirable way.50  
 

Grace Notes 

A frequently seen compositional technique present in the music of Bauzin is the use of 

grace notes. These are usually seen alternating between ascending and descending intervals 

within a lyrical passage, where the gesture does not act as a typical embellishment of the pitch, 

but rather works to obscure the purity of the implied harmony or to interrupt or create parody of 

an anticipated aesthetic. One manner in which grace notes are frequently utilized is within a 

lyrical countermelody. In these instances, the smoothness of the more expressive passage is often 

times interrupted, rather than decorated, with this use of ornamentation. Examples such as this 

will outline how Bauzin’s compositional choices move beyond their traditional functions, and 

foster an individual and clearly identifiable aesthetic style.  

 

Rhythmic Displacement  

The use of rhythmic displacement is another common feature within Bazuin’s 

compositional style. The primary feature of this technique is an aural disorientation, creating 

implied composite meters. These implied meter changes function within longer passages in order 

                                                 
49 Ibid. 
50 Ibid. 
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to create greater uncertainty as to the perception of the beat. Aural mutation of the beat such as 

this, creates a rhythmic countermelody demonstrating Bauzin’s ability to generate material from 

both harmonic and rhythmic origins. 

 

Perpetual Motion 

This technique is utilized by Bauzin to create a heightened sense of fluidity and 

seamlessness within a segment of a composition. One byproduct of this perpetuity is increased 

demands in the technical facility of the performer. As a result, one can see how the development 

of Bauzin’s compositional style worked in tandem with the maturation of the demands for the 

modern saxophonist of the day.  

Another effect of this compositional technique is the integration of the various 

performing forces present in each composition. This technique is manifested in two distinctive 

ways throughout Bauzin’s compositional language. It is first seen in a phrasal capacity within a 

single instrument’s part. In these instances, the saxophone or piano part will perform a melodic, 

or sometimes counter melodic, gesture existing entirely within the use of continuous sixteenth 

notes. In its second form, the use of perpetual motion is split amongst performing forces of a 

composition to create a composite effect. This occurs within various scorings of Bauzin’s opus, 

but is commonly seen in larger settings such as saxophone quartets and trios. In these instances, 

the timbral variations are leveraged to create both apparent and unapparent aural differentiation.  

 

Interval of a Seventh 

Bauzin employs melodic intervallic leaps of a seventh, of various harmonic qualities, 

within his compositional language. These frequently run parallel to formal development and are 
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often seen at the culmination of a motive. Bauzin will gradually increase the intervallic disparity 

between a single rhythmic motive until he reaches the interval of a seventh, which he uses as a 

point of culmination. These intervals are not typically used to resolve a harmony in a manner of 

functional voice leading.  

Because the melodic language of Bauzin is angular in nature, the presentation of such 

intervals do not act as the aural signifier of a dissonance. As the composer’s writing exists 

beyond common practice harmonic limitations, these intervals take on a more diverse role. At 

different instances this interval can be seen as both individual points of tension and at other times 

points of release, in the overall development of Bauzin’s melodic material within a given 

composition.  The frequent incorporation of sevenths in Bauzin’s writing are used in a more 

angular structure and are indicative of the modernizing of dissonant harmony present in the 

evolution of compositions for saxophone.  

 

Octaves 

In a continuation of his fondness for the interval of a seventh, Bauzin uses the interval of 

an octave to signify formal delineation, rather than harmonic function, within his music. These 

octaves occur both at the conclusion of sections of the form, and the composition as a whole. As 

much of Bauzin’s writing can be viewed as each individual movement containing its own unique 

episodic function, the occasions in which the composer wishes to impart contrast within the 

composition are usually associated with the octave, to create a foil to his use of the seventh 

interval, of which the composer relies heavily upon.  

In order to facilitate the appropriate aesthetic in which the octave could be utilized, 

Bauzin pairs this with the concept of perpetual motion. To execute such demanding technique, 
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these passages are frequently accompanied with instructions to perform lightly, softly, and with 

brevity. This is seen specifically in the second movement of Bauzin’s Sonata no. 1, where the 

instruction crystalline, or very clear, is utilized to convey this instruction. These specific 

passages of perpetual motion are frequently concluded with the interval of an octave as a 

continuation of this instruction and aural signifier of its conclusion. The octave interval creates a 

distinctive contrast to the demanding technique present, and functions as both a consonant and 

agreeable gesture. As such, the octave functions within the larger narrative of lightness present 

within such passages. In multiple instances of Bauzin’s compositions, however, the presence of 

an octave does not function as a signifier of tonality. Rather, the material that counters these 

instances of octaves is frequently unrelated to the preceding material. 

 

Harmonic Sequencing 

An often used technique by Bauzin is harmonic sequencing. nA intervallic pattern is 

repeated in different key areas in order to increase the substance of a motive, or section of the 

compositional form. Specifically, the composer frequently employs this technique at a localized 

level within a phrase. After presenting a short motive, Bauzin repeats this same melodic remnant, 

ascending or descending by half step or whole step. This creates a continuation at the ends of his 

phrases that persist until an interval such as a seventh or octave, as previously described, breaks 

the developmental pattern of harmonic sequencing.  

In more complex passages, Bauzin uses this technique in a manner beyond the localized 

pattern described above. During these more advanced instances, the composer employs longer 

phrases, which contain both ascending and descending intervals, resulting in a more complex and 

larger pattern to be sequenced. These passages demonstrate the advanced compositional skills 
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Bauzin possessed, as the effect of these longer sequences is deeply veiled in the compositional 

architecture than the overt one beat motives previously described. 

Lastly, these sequences used by Bauzin are often times not executed in perfect 

transposition. On occasion, some intervals in the sequence will be changed from half step to 

whole step or vice versa. Bauzin instigates these variations in order to create the visual and aural 

effect of a sequence, without having to operate within the strict confines of exact transposition of 

the motive as the phrase is expanded. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SONATA NO. 1 FOR ALTO SAXOPHONE AND PIANO 

Composed: 1959; Revised 1963  
Opus No: 15 
Publisher: Alphonse Leduc 
Dedication: “To my dear friend Jean-Marie Londeix, with my warm friendship and 
admiration”51 
Available Recording: MD&G Records 642 1416-2 
Duration: ca. 16’ 

Background 

Premiere and Inspiration 

Londeix explained on his way to record with the radio orchestra of Nice, he had a 

“chance meeting” with Pierre-Philippe Bauzin. Bauzin became excited at the reconnecting of the 

two friends and “very quickly” composed a sonata for Londeix.52 This sonata became both 

Bauzin’s first and most substantial composition for saxophone. The premiere occurred January 

22, 1960 in Mons, Belgium with Bauzin performing the piano part. Bauzin’s role as the pianist 

for this performance was essential, because the piano part was not yet composed. Because of 

Bauzin’s abilities as a skilled improviser, he simply improvised accompaniments to his music at 

this performance.  Londeix states “I played it with him at least six times, and every time that he 

played it, he improvised something different when he performed the piano part for the sonata.”53 

51 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Sonata no. 1 for Alto Saxophone and Piano, Score 1963. 

Manuscript. 

52 The Londeix Lectures, Pierre-Philippe Bauzin ‘et le musique pour Saxophone’”, DVD (Wright State University, 
2012), disc 4. 
53 The Londeix Lectures, disc 4. 
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Finally, Londeix issued an ultimatum to the composer, demanding Bauzin write down the piano 

part, or Londeix would no longer perform the work, to which Bauzin obliged.54 

In his listing of recitals performed by Londeix, James Umble identifies the 1960 

performance of the work as the “initial version,” and then a performance in Dijon on May 16, 

1963 as the “definitive version.”55 It can be safely understood that by 1963 the piano part had to 

have been notated, as the pianist listed at this performance was not Bauzin. The recital was 

performed instead with France Jenicot playing the piano part for the Bauzin Sonata, as well as all 

other works performed.56  

It is not possible to know what changes were made from the premiere of the “initial 

version” in 1960 to the revised version of 1963. What can be understood is that any changes 

made were solely to the piano part, as Londeix’s quotation regarding the improvisational element 

of the performance refers only to the piano part. This is further confirmed by Londeix’s 

expressed frustration of the continuously changing accompaniment, which would have been an 

unnerving performance element when pitted against an unchanging solo part. Considering these 

facts, any alterations made by Bauzin to the piano part had to operate within the formal and 

harmonic boundaries of the preexisting saxophone part, and thus, could not be so drastic as to 

dramatically alter the piece as it is understood today, in its revised version. 

 

Other Notable Performances 

In November 1966, Londeix gave a five performance tour of Spain. At this time he 

presented the Spanish premiere of the Bauzin Sonata no. 1 on November 7, with another pianist, 

                                                 
54 Ibid. 
55 Umble, Jean Marie Londeix, 605, 607. 
56Ibid., 607. 
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Maire-Anne Campenet.57 In 1968, Londeix accepted a position as sabbatical replacement at the 

University of Michigan for Larry Teal.58 As a result, his performing schedule changed from 

primarily solo recitals to numerous concerto performances with the University of Michigan 

Symphony.59 Consequently, Londeix did not perform the Bauzin Sonata again until 1970, when 

he gave the Russian premiere on March 17 in Moscow, with pianist Igor Katev.60 

This series of performances of the USSR would prove to be of great significance to the 

future of the saxophone. The Soviet tour was described by Londeix’s wife as a “tremendous 

success” and received extremely favorable reviews.61 One critic wrote:  

M. Londeix’s performances of the slow movements left a lasting impression. Without 
exception, his singing style was distinguished by the beauty of his sound and the diversity 
of his expressiveness. We remember the languishing, sensual tone colors in the 
Rhapsodie by Debussy, and the concentrated discretion and the profound emotion in the 
Adagio movement of the Bauzin.62 
 

On March 24, just one week after the Soviet premiere of the Bauzin Sonata no. 1, Londeix met 

the composer Edison Denisov, who would later compose for Londeix his Sonate, which is 

credited to be a masterwork for the instrument.63 

The last cited performance by Londeix of the Bauzin Sonata no. 1 occurred at perhaps the 

most important event in saxophone history, the Second World Saxophone Congress in Chicago 

on December 15, 1970.64 The program chosen by Londeix for this occasion was the American 

                                                 
57 Umble, Jean Marie Londeix, 603. 
58 Ibid., 87. 
59 Ibid., 601. 
60Ibid.,, 618. 
61 Ibid., 98. 
62 Eugene Ratzer, “Jean-Marie Londeix” Etudes Sovietique, (Moscow, March 26, 1970), quoted in Umble, 99. 
63 Umble, Jean Marie Londeix, 101. 
64 Thomas Liley, A Brief History of the World Saxophone Congress: 1969-2000 (Ham’s Lake: Jeannè, Inc., 2003), 
14. 
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premiere of the Sonata no. 1 by Bauzin and the world premiere of the Sonate by Edison 

Denisov.65 Saxophonist James Umble identifies this performance as a “turning point” in 

saxophone history.66 At the conclusion of the performance, Londeix stated “the room 

immediately stood up and gave a long ovation. I cannot even count the number of students 

asking for information about coming to study with me.”67 

This moment creates a noteworthy juxtaposition. It was the Sonate by  

Denisov, which was one of the first to integrate contemporary techniques such as multi-phonics 

and quarter tones in combination with serialism, into a substantial work for saxophone. This 

piece became extremely significant in guiding Londeix’s aesthetic direction for the future of 

saxophone. After this performance, many of the new works dedicated to Londeix explored and 

intensified the contemporary elements present in the Sonate by Denisov.   

Yet, at the Second World Saxophone Congress this new and revolutionary work was 

programed together with the Sonata no. 1 by Bauzin, a composer who Londeix identifies as 

operating entirely within the tonal spectrum of compositional technique, and relying heavily on 

the ethos of pure joy.68 Subsequently it was the performing of Bauzin’s Sonata in the Soviet 

Union that gave way to the meeting that resulted in the diametric opposite, yet extremely 

significant, creation of Denisov’s Sonate. As such, the pairing of these two works at this 

performance is of great significance.  

These two compositions could not be further apart in their approach; opposing systems of 

tonality, contrasting aesthetic effect, and use of contemporary techniques by Denisov. Yet, they 

                                                 
65 Umble, Jean Marie Londeix, 618. 
66 Ibid., 102. 
67 Ibid. 
68 Jean-Marie Londeix, A Comprehensive Guide to Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-2003 (Cherry Hill: Roncorp Inc. 
2003), 27. 
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remain indebted to each other. Londeix’s choice to pair them together in this international forum 

is a testament to the overall level of significance Londeix placed on the value of both works. It is 

the author’s conclusion that the rationale for selecting the Bauzin Sonata no. 1 to be performed 

with the Denisov Sonate was to highlight the incredibly diverse aesthetic capable of being 

produced by the saxophone. This was done by selecting the two works of the greatest artist value 

operating within the most extreme ends of the aesthetic spectrum. At the time the Denisov 

Sonate was the most contemporary piece ever written for saxophone, while Londeix identifies 

Bauzin as a composer of “pure joy” and “full of humanity and warmth” with these elements 

present in the Sonata no. 1 to provide the necessary aural dissonance to the work of Denisov.69 

 

Publication 

At the urging of Jean-Marie Londeix, Alphonse Leduc agreed to publish the work in 

2006, thirty-five years after its inception.70 

 

Edits from the Manuscript 

The tempo of the first movement is questionable. In the published version, the quarter 

note equals eighty-eight beats per minute. In both the manuscript to the saxophone part71 and the 

recording by Londeix, the first movement is performed at quarter note equals ninety-six.72 The 

manuscript of piano initially notated ninety-six, but this was subsequently crossed out and the 

                                                 
69 Jean-Marie Londeix, e-mail message to the author, March 13, 2017. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Sonata no. 1 for Alto Saxophone and Piano, Score 1963. Manuscript. 
72 Jean-Marie Londeix, Private Recordings, 2012, MD&G Records 642 1416-2, 2006. 
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tempo of eighty-eight designated.73 Londeix’s choice of recording the movement at ninety-six is 

an indicator of his artistic license relative to the ideal speed of the performance of this 

movement, and should be considered as an equally appropriate tempo choice by performers.  

Furthermore, there are inconsistencies regarding the date of composition listed for this 

work. Harry Gee,74 the online catalogue of Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, and the liner notes of the 

Londeix recording75 cite 1959 as the year the work was composed.76 The published version of 

the Sonata no. 1,77 and Londeix’s Saxophone Repertoire Guide list 1960 as the date of 

composition.78 No date is present on the manuscript of the work.79  

The most likely conclusion that can be drawn is the saxophone part was composed and 

delivered to Londeix late in 1959. Londeix needed time to prepare this difficult saxophone part, 

and was not able to arrange for the premiere performance until early 1960. With the organic 

nature of the piano part, this work was not truly composed in 1959, but rather did not reach its 

definitive form until 1963. As such, the work should be understood as composed 1959; revised 

1963. The piano part was in continuous fluctuation until the 1963 recital. This was the first 

documented occasion in which Bauzin was not needed as a pianist to facilitate the performance 

of the work. 

Lastly, there is a discrepancy in range for the saxophone between the manuscript and the 

published part. There are three instances where altissimo notes were added in the published 

                                                 
73 Bauzin, Sonata no. 1, Manuscript. 
74 Harry Gee, Saxophone Soloists and Their Music: 1844-1985 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 215. 
75 Jean-Marie Londeix, Private Recordings, 2012. 
76 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, “Catalog,” accessed May 10, 2017, 
http://pierrephilippebauzin.free.fr/Anglais/PierrePhilippeBauzin.php?page=Catalogue 
77 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Sonata no.1 for Alto Saxophone and Piano, (Paris: Alphonse Leduc) 2006. 
78 Jean-Marie Londeix, A Comprehensive Guide, 27. 
79 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Sonata no. 1 for Alto Saxophone and Piano, Score 1963. Manuscript. 
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version: in mm. 15, 158, and 176 of the fourth movement.80 Yet, Londeix does not perform these 

passages in the altissimo register in his recording of the piece.81 The most likely conclusion 

drawn is that over the years of performing the work, Londeix believed these altissimo notes 

helped create a more brilliant performance, as they occur at the ends of phrases, and added them 

after making the initial recording of the work.   

 

Compositional Techniques 

Grace Notes 

In the second movement of the work, grace notes appear frequently. These grace notes 

take on a role beyond simple ornamentation. This first occurs in m. 20, when a counter melody 

emerges in the saxophone part. The rhythm of this counter melody is far slower than the theme, 

and is riddled with grace notes. These grace notes lack the predictability of traditional 

ornamentation, as they alternate between ascending and descending direction. The result is a 

highly intensified version of a lyrical countermelody, creating melodic interruptions. 

Additionally, the harmonic function of this passage is obscured and distorted with the presence 

of the continuous ornamentation, confusing the perceived consonance and dissonance of the 

intervals in which the grace notes anticipate. The presence of the grace note creates a half step 

contextualization in addition to the intervallic distance between the non-ornamented notes of the 

same passage.  

Later in this movement, the utilization of grace notes is written with heightened 

frequency. A series of octaves are each prepared by an ascending half step grace note. Then, this 

                                                 
80 Bauzin, Sonata. no. 1, 2006 
81 Jean-Marie Londeix, Private Recordings, 2012. 
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interval is changed to repeating pitches comprised of sixteenth notes. As a result, the secondary 

component of this passage operates as a modified version of continued grace notes. The first note 

acts as anticipation to the second, even though notation is not written in the traditional small font 

associated with overt ornamentation.  

Example 1: Measures 31-35 of the published score. 

 
Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 

Sonate n.1 pour saxophone alto et piano 
AL 29 828 

© 2006 by Alphonse Leduc, Paris 
 

Example 2: Measures 87-92 of the published score. 

Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 
Sonate n.1 pour saxophone alto et piano 

AL 29 828 
© 2006 by Alphonse Leduc, Paris 
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Rhythmic Displacement 

Bauzin utilizes rhythmic displacement to create metric uncertainty and instability within 

this composition. This first occurs in the finale of the work. A two measure introduction begins 

the movement and the music is highly syncopated in nature. This does not create a clearly 

identifiable meter at the movement’s onset. The saxophone enters in m. 3, where the metric 

obscurity is preserved with a series of syncopated upbeats, contrasted with down beat placement 

in the piano. Because a strong affirmation of the downbeat has not yet been established, this 

alteration of the assignment of the beat creates a temporarily undistinguishable pulse.  

Example 3: Measures 1-4  

Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 
Sonate n.1 pour saxophone alto et piano 

AL 29 828 
© 2006 by Alphonse Leduc, Paris 

 
The same rhythmic displacement, seen in the beginning of the movement, reappears in 

numerous instances of the conclusion of the work. When this gesture returns in m. 159 of the 

finale, the pitches of the corresponding melody differ, yet the syncopation remains constant, 

functioning as a type of rhythmic recapitulation. On the occasions where this familiar syncopated 

rhythm is utilized it becomes clear that it is not simply an aesthetic choice, but rather creates a 

much closer bond to the overall construction of the movement’s form. 
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Perpetual Motion 

Within the second movement perpetual motion is employed to effect both rhythmic and 

melodic direction of the movement. In the opening statement of the theme, this compositional 

technique is seen through a series of sextuplets that both ascend and descend by half step and 

whole step through m. 5. As this opening motive continues, a static perpetuity is combined with 

the sequencing. Beginning in m. 8 the notes occurring on the downbeats present the same three 

pitches, and the notes on the upbeats utilize a sequenced pattern descending by half step. 

Example 4: Measures 3-9 

Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 
Sonate n.1 pour saxophone alto et piano 

AL 29 828 
© 2006 by Alphonse Leduc, Paris 

 
In mm. 71-72, Bauzin rescores his use perpetuity from the saxophone to the piano. At this 

juncture, the piano presents a variation of the perpetual motion executed by the saxophone earlier 

in the movement. The music found in the saxophone instead presents a pattern written in 

sixteenth notes, juxtaposed with the sextuplets in the piano part there by creating a strong 
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rhythmic contrast. All the while, Bauzin maintains a driving perpetual motion. In this instance, 

Bauzin creates rhythmic contrast while not diverging from his primary theme of perpetuity.  

Example 5: Measures 71-72  

 
Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 

Sonate n.1 pour saxophone alto et piano 
AL 29 828 

© 2006 by Alphonse Leduc, Paris 
 

 
Interval of a Seventh 

In the finale of the work, Bauzin frequently composes music with the interval of a 

seventh. This first appears in m. 25, in the saxophone’s counter melody. This intervallic gesture 

works in opposition to the primary motive by sounding on the downbeat, rather than the upbeat, 

and spans the interval of a major seventh. In this specific example, Bauzin combines this melodic 

interval with rhythmic displacement. Bauzin writes a melodic extension, allowing the singular 

motive to develop into a four measure pattern. Bauzin uses the harmonic tendencies of this 

interval to facilitate its continuation: as the interval of a seventh frequently creates the aural 

anticipation of a harmonic resolution, repeating the motive heightens this anticipation and 

intensity. Secondly, the rhythmic motive, once sounded in m. 25, is repeated until a strong down 

beat resolves the rhythmic pattern. Combining these two concepts allows the subsequent 

extension of this singular idea to grow into a four measure pattern. 
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Example 6: Measures 25-28  

   
Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 

Sonate n.1 pour saxophone alto et piano 
AL 29 828 

© 2006 by Alphonse Leduc, Paris 
 

Octaves 

Bauzin frequently composes music comprised of octaves as a signifier of formal, rather 

than harmonic, direction within the inner phrases of the composition. In the second movement of 

this work, the alternating AB form moves between a passage of perpetual rhythm and lyricism. 

At the conclusion of the technical episodes, Bauzin writes octaves to signal these formal 

transitions. This can be seen clearly in example two, previously discussed.  

Although all movements of this sonata undergo a series of harmonic transformations, 

Bauzin is meticulous about ending each movement with the interval of an octave. These 

instances operate in a harmonic capacity, rather than as a signifier of form. All movements of 

this composition end in the tonic, by way of an octave gesture, to create a clearly definable aural 

sensation of finality. 

 

Harmonic Sequencing 

Bauzin’s use of sequencing plays an important role in his composition. In the case of the 

first movement, this technique is utilized within transitional passages throughout the sonata form 
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which encompasses this movement. At the conclusion of the first half of the exposition, melodic 

sequencing is employed to finalize the primary theme within the saxophone part. This occurs 

primarily by half step, with one instance of whole step sequencing present. The result is a three 

measure motive that encompasses only the span of a major third. In this passage the music found 

in the piano left hand engages in a harmonic sequence to further perpetuate the concept. 

Example 7: Measures 17-20  

 
Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 

Sonate n.1 pour saxophone alto et piano 
AL 29 828 

© 2006 by Alphonse Leduc, Paris 
 

Within the development section of the first movement, sequencing is used in a more 

complex manner. Bauzin writes a brief one beat motive that he subsequently develops to create a 

densly sequenced pattern within the saxophone solo. The first two notes of the pattern alternate 

between an ascending and descending direction, and the intervallic relationship begins with a 

major second. This pattern is expanded to a major third, perfect fourth, perfect fifth and tritone. 

Once this pattern reaches its height, at the tritone, the motive is paired with a new sequenced 
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pattern of descending consonant interval, and ascending half steps.  This second motive is 

developed until a restatement of the original melody in a new key area occurs. Its presence acts 

as a large and complex developmental passage within the movement.  

Example 8: Measures 37-41  

 
Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 

Sonate n.1 pour saxophone alto et piano 
AL 29 828 

© 2006 by Alphonse Leduc, Paris 
 

In the finale of the work, Bauzin combines numerous motives to create larger and denser 

phases, which are sequenced. This contributes to the heightened intensity present within the 

closing of the finale. This portion of the work represents the most technically challenging, series 

of sequences present within the composition. The series of sequences is additive: first, the 

sequence is two beats, then three beats, then a whole measure, culminating in a meter change to 

3/4 time. These three components culminate to convey and distinguish the aural intensity 

necessary to signal the conclusion of the entire sonata. 
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Example 9: Measures 165-170  

 
Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 

Sonate n.1 pour saxophone alto et piano 
AL 29 828 

© 2006 by Alphonse Leduc, Paris 
 

Conclusions 

Overall, the Sonata no. 1 is Bauzin’s most substantial and most frequently performed 

work for saxophone. Londeix’s identification of this work as both appropriate for his Second 

World Saxophone Congress performance and suitable for publication by Alphonse Leduc is a 

testament to this notion. Secondly, its musical content serves as a viable case study in the 

identification of Bauzin’s unique compositional style. Each episodic movement highlights one or 

more of his typical compositional devices which work in concert to create a clearly definable 

aesthetic, unique to this composer.  
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CHAPTER 3 

POÈME FOR ALTO SAXOPHONE AND ORCHESTRA 

Composed: 1960 
Opus No: 20 
Publisher: Editions Jean-Gabriel Bauzin, Murphy Music Press USA Distributor 
Dedication: “To my friend Jean-Marie Londeix with my warm friendship. To the great 
interpreter, to the perfect musician, a wonderful advocate of my humble music, without which 
we are nothing.”82 
Available Recording: MD&G Records 642 1416-2 
Duration: ca. 14’ 

Background 

Premiere and Inspiration 

The Poème by Bauzin was composed with a programmatic inspiration by the composer. 

The title of the work originates from a hand written poem present on the cover of the manuscript. 

The poem reads: 

“Why are you so sad, oh my soul? 
Why do you complain that way? 
After the torments of this life, 
If you can defeat and keep on fighting, 
You will receive one day in Peace 
The supreme happiness of Eternal life!”83 

Jean Maire Londeix confirms that the text of this poem is an original work authored by Pierre-

Philippe Bauzin84 

The text is representative of Bauzin’s deep spiritual feelings. From a young age he began 

performing on various church organs in France during religious services. He considered his 

82 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Poème for Alto Saxophone, Score 1960. Manuscript. 
83 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Poème for Alto Saxophone, Score 1960. Manuscript. 
84 Jean-Marie Londeix, e-mail message to the author, April 3, 2017. 
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survival in the Algerian War as a miraculous act, and his lifelong spiritual devotion was 

exemplified by his guest performances at the Vatican on invitation from Pope John Paul II.  

Additionally, the text of this poem not only influences the mood of the work, but also 

guides the form of the composition. This work is divided into three distinct movements, 

performed continuously. The first movement, marked Largo, is to be performed at quarter note 

equals 56 and encompasses the first 65 measures of the work. This section parallels the first two 

stanzas of the poem. The saxophone part begins in g minor, conveying the mood in the opening 

of the poem. As the solo part develops, the melodic line progresses into the high register of the 

saxophone, which could be construed as a lamentation to parallel the second stanza of the text. 

The second movement of the work is the largest and the fastest of the composition, 

marked allegro at quarter note equals one hundred fifty two. During this time, the aesthetic of 

this section is more aggressive and complex than the first movement. The correlation in this 

instance can be related to the combative element of the text present in the fourth stanza of the 

text, specifically the notion of the need for persistence against the “torments of life.” 

The most evident relationship to the text occurs in the final movement. This section acts 

primarily as a coda that closes the work. The section is marked Andante Espressivo e Religioso, 

and the stoic tempo marking draws a clear parallel to the final stanza of the poem, which 

references the spiritual concept of eternal life. Overall, this three part form draws a clear parallel 

to the idea of the holy trinity present in the Christian theology, which is at the center of the 

architecture of this composition. This is personified by the clear use of a three part ABA form 

which is at the heart of the composition.  

The premiere of the work occurred on February 23, 1962 with the Philharmonic 
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Orchestra of La Rochelle, directed by Francois Curaudeau.85 The manuscript indicates 

September 1960 as the date the composition was completed.86  

 

Publication 

At the Fourteenth World Saxophone Congress, in Slovenia in 2006, the French 

saxophonist Daniel Gauthier performed the Poème for saxophone and full orchestra.87 This led to 

the restoration of the piano reduction of this work by Bauzin’s son, Jean-Gabriel, in 2008.  

 

Other Notable Performances 

Another performance of significance occurred in 1962 with the Nice Radio Orchestra.88 

The performance was recorded and survives today on the Londeix album Private Recordings.89 

Although documentation of other performances is not available, Londeix identifies the work as a 

piece of high artistic charter, and one he recommends studying.90 

 

Edits from the Manuscript 

Few changes exist from the work in its manuscript form, to the published version in 

2008. The first pertains to the tessitura of m. 83. In the manuscript, the pitch was originally 

                                                 
85 James Umble, Jean-Marie Londeix: Master of the Modern Saxophone (Cherry Hill: Roncorp Inc., 2000), 623. 
86 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Poème for Alto Saxophone, Score 1960. Manuscript. 
87 “14th World Saxophone Congress/ D. Gauthier,” last modified April 1,2007, accessed May 29,2017, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNNwHhqRRUk. 
88Umble, Jean-Marie Londeix, 583. 
89 Jean-Marie Londeix, Private Recordings, 2012, MD&G Records 642 1416-2, 2006. 
90 The Londeix Lectures, Pierre-Philippe Bauzin ‘et le musique pour Saxophone’”, DVD (Wright State University, 
2012), disc 4. 
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written as G5.91 Next to the written pitch, in pencil, presumably by Londeix, is an altissimo G6.92 

The altissimo G is played on the 1962 recording,93 and subsequently appears in the published 

version.94 It is possible Bauzin was unaware of the altissimo capabilities of the saxophone when 

composing, and Londeix made this change at his discretion. 

Secondly, the ending of the work was initially presented in a slightly different manner. In 

the published version, m. 334 is labeled “Cadenzina” with fermatas marked on the downbeat, m. 

338, and on the final note of the piece. The original manuscript indicates “Comme une cadenza” 

and does not include any of the fermatas previously mentioned.95 Furthermore, the manuscript 

version is one measure total shorter in length, with an additional measure of fermata added in 

pencil.96 These edits were presumably made by Londeix to facilitate assembly and coordination 

of the ending with the orchestra. 

 

Compositional Techniques 

Grace Notes 

The presence of grace notes, typical to the compositional style of Bauzin, appear missing 

upon first glance at this composition. This seems to adhere to the romantic nature of the piece, 

where the melodies would be interrupted by grace notes rather than accentuated.  If the definition 

of the term is understood to describe a note functioning as an embellishment, however, 

independent of the small typeset associated with grace notes, these moments of embellishment 

                                                 
91 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Poème for Alto Saxophone, Score 1960. Manuscript. 
92 Bauzin, Poème, Manuscript. 
93 Londeix, Private Recordings, 2006. 
94 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Poème for Alto Saxophone and Piano, (Nice: Editions Jean-Gabriel Bauzin) 2008. 
95 Bauzin, Poème, Manuscript. 
96 Ibid. 
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become more visible in the work upon closer inspection. The presence of such notes converge at 

the onset of the B material of the work, beginning in m. 71. The written sixteenth note G’s in this 

passage function as grace notes that embellish the beat two quarter notes, which comprise the 

melody. By using consonant intervals in this instance, these notes are not as dissonant as the half 

step grace are notes usually found in Bauzin’s writing. As such, their function adheres strictly to 

the romantic style present throughout the composition, while still enacting this compositional 

hallmark of the composer. 

Example 10: Measures 71-73  

 
 

Perpetual Motion 

In some instances in this composition, Bauzin composes both a repeating rhythm and 

harmony to lengthen and develop a phrase. This occurs first in m. 159. In this passage, two scalar 

patterns ascend to Eb5. A repeated three note descending motive is utilized from Eb5 down to 

C4. This pattern does not develop the harmony, but rather extends the phrase through 

continuation. This same pattern occurs again, transposed to G5, before descending to C4. This 

entire episode is executed with a perpetual rhythmic cell of repeating triplets. The aural 

familiarity that is garnered by use of this rhythm, facilitates the elongation of the phrase through 

perpetual motion. Subsequently, this instance serves as a transitional period, ushering in the next 

section of the form in this through composed work.  
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Example 11: Measures 159-167  

 
 

Octaves 

The use of octaves are prominently featured within this composition. This is first seen in 

m. 105, where a series of three octave leaps are written. Although composed with an enharmonic 

designation of written E#4 to F5, this instance is still representative of Bauzin’s preference for 

octave leaps in his compositional style to denote both form, and in this piece also harmony due 

its romantic nature. These octave leaps work together to create material pairing of two of 

Bauzin’s compositional tendencies: octave leaps combined with sequencing.  This specific 

example functions in a similar way to the instance of perpetual motion outlined above. These 

repeating octaves act as a cadential extension. In both instances of this compositional choice, the 

next section to be introduced is the counter melody, performed by the saxophone in the example 
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below. But in the previous instance, after the perpetual motion, the same counter melody is 

reassigned to the accompaniment.   

Example 12: Measures 105-110  

 
 

Later in the work, octave leaps act in opposition to additional harmonic sequencing. This 

begins in m. 143, where first a written Bb octave in the saxophone is followed by written octave 

D’s, G’s, and A’s. The resultant stagnant harmony is contrasted with a short sequence. At its 

conclusion, melodic octave Cs are introduced at a louder volume. These yield to a short 

descending sequence which then culminates to octaves in the higher tessitura of the passage. 

With this method, Buazin underscores the economy of means by which his material creates 

longer and more dynamic phrases through the implementation of octaves. 
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Example 13: Measures 105-110  

 
 

 

Harmonic Sequencing 

The manner in which perpetual motion is utilized within this composition, leads to 

harmonic sequencing by Bauzin. These instances of sequencing often operate in tandem with the 

rhythmic device of perpetuity within this composition. A clear example of this pairing of 

compositional devices occurs between mm. 74 and 80. Bauzin combines the perpetuity of the 

triplet pattern with ascending diatonic scales, followed by descending scale patterns, sequenced 

by a minor third. The perpetual motion is not total in this case, as two eighth rests separate the 

small melodic sub units of the phrase, and allow an opportunity for breath by the performer. The 

specific pattern is not as complex as in other works by Bauzin, but conforms with the 

predictability of the highly romantic and tonal language that is the cornerstone of this work. 
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Example 14: Measures 74-80  

 
The continued use of diatonic sequencing is a technique employed by Bauzin which 

dominates this composition. Because of the emphasis placed on the highly tonal language present 

in the work, there is a distinct lack of the additional compositional techniques that are frequently 

found within Bauzin’s writing. Possessing a strong metric aesthetic, the use of rhythmic 

displacement is absent from the work.  

 

Conclusions 

Overall, this work represents a dramatic departure from the more dense harmonies found 

in the Sonata no. 1. The opposing neo-romantic language highlighted in this work is presented 

together with explicit programmatic compositional features. Although much of Bauzin’s music 

creates a distinctive episodic mood in each individual movement, the through composed nature 

of this three part work provides further commentary on the element of spirituality present in the 
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written poem, which serves as the inspiration for the composition. This stark contrast in approach 

serves as a testament to the diversity of Bauzin’s compositional abilities. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CINQ PIÈCES BREVES EN FORME DE MUSIQUE 

Composed: 1960 
Opus No: 19, no.1 
Publisher: Editions Jean-Gabriel Bauzin, Murphy Music Press USA Distributor 
Dedication: Jean-Marie Londeix  
Duration: ca. 10’ 

Background 

Inspiration and Premiere 

This composition was written during a prolific time in Bauzin’s compositional career. In 

1960 alone, Bauzin composed his saxophone Concerto no. 1, opus 18, Cinq Pièces Breves en 

Forme de Musique, opus 19, and the Poème, opus 20, for alto saxophone and orchestra.97  

In addition to composing these three works, Bauzin arranged his opus 19 into three 

different versions. Opus 19, no.1 is the original work for alto saxophone and piano. At a later 

time, Bauzin composed an orchestral accompaniment which could substitute for the piano.98 

Unfortunately, the version with orchestral accompaniment did not survive, nor did it garner a 

secondary opus number. Opus 19, no.2 saw the piece arranged for woodwind quintet in the same 

year.99 Later, Jean-Marie Londeix arranged the piece yet again for saxophone ensemble. No date 

is present on the manuscript of this arrangement, but categorized by Londeix as opus 19b.100 

The piece has been listed under various titles throughout saxophone literature. Jean-Marie 

97 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, “Catalog,” accessed May 10, 2017, 
http://pierrephilippebauzin.free.fr/Francais/PierrePhilippeBauzin.php?page=Biographie. 
98 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Cinq Pièces Breves en Forme de Musique, Score 1960. Manuscript. 
99 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, “Catalog. 
100 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Cinq Pièces Breves en Forme de Musique, Op. 19b, Manuscript 
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Londeix’s Comprehensive Guide lists the work as 5 Movements en forme de Musique.101 Harry 

Gee’s text identifies the composition as Cinq Pièces Breves.102 The title on the manuscript reads 

Cinq Pièces Breves en Forme de Musique,103 and provides the most comprehensive explanation 

of the composition. Each movement is written in the style of a predefined musical form and are 

titled: an etude, divertissement, fugue, berceuse, and “en pleine forme,” or final form, to 

conclude the work. The work was premiered on June 8, 1961 in Lyon, France.104 

 

Other Notable Performances 

Londeix documented two additional performances of this composition on the 

manuscript.105 The second performance occurred on August 30, 1961 in Bordeaux, and the third 

performance was held on May 30, 1962 in Nice.106 Bauzin performed the piano part during the 

1962 performance in Nice.107 

 

Publication 

At the urging of the author, Bauzin’s son, Jean-Gabriel, completed the revision of the 

piece for publication on July 4, 2017.108  This was the first composition for saxophone by Bauzin 

that had been restored since the 2008 Poème piano reduction. 

                                                 
101 Jean-Marie Londeix, A Comprehensive Guide to Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-2003 (Cherry Hill: Roncorp Inc. 
2003), 27. 
102 Harry Gee, Saxophone Soloists and Their Music: 1844-1985 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 215. 
103 Bauzin, Cinq Pièces Breves en Forme de Musique, Manuscript. 
104 Gee, 215. 
105 Bauzin, Cinq Pièces Breves en Forme de Musique, Manuscript. 
106 Ibid. 
107 Ibid. 
108 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, “Publishing,” accessed July 4, 2017. 
http://pierrephilippebauzin.free.fr/Anglais/PierrePhilippeBauzin.php?page=EditionA  

http://pierrephilippebauzin.free.fr/Anglais/PierrePhilippeBauzin.php?page=EditionA
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Edits from the Manuscript 

Only one minor change was made from the manuscript. The final movement originally 

contained a D.S. al Coda, which was removed during editing, so that the piece could be 

performed with no repeat needed.109 

 

Compositional Techniques 

Grace Notes  

Bauzin’s use of grace notes function in two ways within this composition. The first 

instance is seen in mm. 18 through 20 of the first movement. Although Bauzin composes a scale 

spanning one octave in this passage, it is presented with a grace note that interrupts its resolution.  

Example 15: Measures 18-20  

 
 
Initially, the use of this grace note could appear to be simply that of an upper neighbor tone, 

acting as an anticipatory gesture to the resolution of the scale; however Bauzin uses this 

technique to act as an aural interruption that separates the passage into two halves. Before the use 

of the grace note exists the interval of a major seventh, from concert G on beat two of m. 18 to 

                                                 
109 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, , Cinq Pièces Breves en Forme de Musique, (Nice: Editions Jean-Gabriel Bauzin) 2017. 
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concert F# at the conclusion of m. 19, and after the grace note is a descending octave in measure 

twenty. At this juncture, the grace note is used to reinforce the presence of the seventh interval as 

occurring simultaneously with the octave. The goal of this mechanism within the first movement 

of the composition is a signifier that the primary interval the piece is constructed upon is that of a 

seventh, and the resolution of this interval will not yield to a more constant sonority. 

 

Rhythmic Displacement 

The use of this technique within this composition occurs most prominently in the second 

movement, entitled “En forme de Divertissement.” In the primary motive utilized in this 

movement, a syncopated rhythm obscures the aural perception of meter. There are two qualities 

of this motive that act to complicate its interpretation. This rhythmic gesture is first anticipated 

by a two measure piano solo which opens the movement, with the saxophone entering in m. 3 on 

the syncopated upbeats of two and five.  The next measure, 4, contains a meter change to 2/4. 

Even though the meter changes from triple to duple in this instance, the saxophone and piano 

parts both enter on the same parts of the beat. The piano again sounds on the downbeat, and the 

saxophone enters on the subsequent upbeat. This two measure mixed meter pattern repeats three 

times, encompassing the first seven measures of the saxophone solo.  

The effect of this metric modulation creates aural disorientation in two ways: first, the 

beat is obscured; secondly, the surface rhythm creates a perceived fluctuation of tempo, resulting 

in a disproportionate effect in the aural organization of the two measure motive. This effect 

continues for a period of six rhythmically displaced measures, highlighting the larger use of 

perpetual motion together with rhythmic displacement. This excerpt contains a continuous use of 
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eighth notes, in a more rhythmic rather than melodic manner, similar to the other examples of 

perpetual motion present in the other compositions for saxophone by Bauzin. 

Example 16: Measure 1-8  

 
 

 

Interval of a Seventh 

This compositional technique appears frequently as the basis for the melodic material of 

the first movement. This first occurs in mm. 6 through 9 where a melodic major seventh is 

frequently composed. This interval forms the basis of the subsequent development to come in the 

movement. As a result, the seventh plays a prominent role in the overall trajectory of the melody 

throughout the first movement.  

This technique is revisited in the closing of the first movement, where the interval is 

temporarily changed from an ascending major seventh to descending minor seventh. The original 

major seventh interval returns in m. 49, now in its descending form. The closing gesture of the 
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movement is another descending major seventh, only intensified by spanning the range of two 

octaves to provide a more definitive gesture of finality, in order to complete the movement. Its 

return is a confirmation of the cyclical unity present in this movement, by way of this particular 

interval.  

Example 17: Measures 4-9  

 
 

The melodic interval of a seventh makes an additional appearance in the second 

movement of this work, “En forme de Divertissement.” This movement contains a strong 

rhythmic motive that becomes the basis for the subsequent development of the work. When this 

rhythmic gesture has been developed to its fullest extent, the range of the melody, originally 

encompassing a whole step, is expanded from a minor to a major seventh in mm. 34 through 40, 

before the recapitulation of the original whole step melody is reintroduced. From this example, it 

becomes apparent that the use of the interval of a seventh, as seen in the subsequent first 

movement of the work, acts as a unifying characteristic through both the individual movements 

and the composition as a whole. 
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Example 18: Measures 34-40  

  
 

 

Octaves 

Throughout the entire composition, octaves work to counter the overt presence of the 

interval of a seventh previously discussed. These octaves function more as obligatory signifiers 

of the sectionalizing of the form within each movement, rather than as harmonic points of 

significance. Specifically, they become the cue for the closing of the subsequent variants on this 

initial melody with descending octaves in mm. 27 through 29 of the first movement. In this 

example, the descending octave is composed spans from concert Ab4 to Ab3. When analyzing 

the ascending pitches which anticipate this octave, however, one can see no strong harmonic 

allegiance to an Ab tonality, further demonstrating that octaves serve a formal, rather than 

harmonic function. 
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Example 19: Measures 27-29  

 
 

Adding brevity to this pattern, instead of closing the movement with the interval of an 

octave, Bauzin instead chooses to write a descending major seventh to finish the first movement. 

This could be understood as demonstrating a lack of finality to the work, as this is the first of the 

five movements within the composition. On the other hand, it could be seen as an intentional 

musical pun to thwart the predictability of the previous use of octaves throughout the movement, 

and instead conclude with an unanticipated dissonance. 

Within the second movement, octaves again serve as significant points of demarcation 

within the form at m. 21, the rough midway point of this fifty-eight measure movement. At this 

juncture, the saxophone solo climaxes with concurrent descending and ascending octave 

patterns, indicating the close of this portion of the saxophone melody and the beginning of the 

piano interlude. 

The use of this octave technique by Bauzin is most profound in the final movement of the 

composition. The first instance of octaves presents itself at m. 18. This is the end of the 

exposition of the movement and is further signified with the presence of a double bar line.110 

The double bar is followed by a two measure transitional passage which features a swift 

                                                 
110 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Cinq Pièces Breves en Forme de Musique, (Nice: Editions Jean-Gabriel Bauzin) 20017. 
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ascending passage that spans an octave from written A3 to A4. The result is another re- 

imagination of the octave gesture by Bauzin, which he now uses both to close sections of the 

form and function as transitional material. At the end of the developmental section of the 

movement, its closing is denoted by another octave gesture at m. 48, now time intensified with a 

grace note. This example demonstrates a merging of two techniques, octave use and the 

previously outlined employment of grace notes, within a single example. The last instance of 

composed octaves occurs in the final measure, in which the same ascending octave material from 

the transition returns to provide consonant closure to the work.  

 

Harmonic Sequencing 

Bauzin’s fondness for sequencing is again utilized in this piece, occurring primarily in the 

fifth moment, “En Pleine Forme.” During the exposition of this melody, Bauzin creates both a 

macro and micro sequence which occur simultaneously. 

Example 20: Measures 3-9 
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At the micro level, the composer employs ascending half steps from note to note in mm. 3 and 5 

to create his sequential pattern. At the macro level, the motive of the first half of the sequence 

ascend by thirds, and in the second half descend by thirds, at the individual beat level. Although 

not transposed identically in their ascending and descending forms in this passage, these 

simultaneous sequences are at the foundation of the aesthetic contained within this closing 

movement of this work. 

 

Conclusions 

Cinq Pièces Breves en Forme de Musique exists as a significant component of Bauzin’s 

opus for saxophone. It is the first composition Bauzin composed in which the individual 

movements exist in short iterations. This is in opposition to his through composed Poème, or the 

lengthy movements of his Sonata no. 1 for saxophone which were composed previous to this 

work. This result of the change of length of the movements speaks to the diversity of Bauzin’s 

compositional output. He was able to compose both grandiose works of large propositions, and 

smaller, lighter works, in which his musical language is condensed into short iterations.  

Another significant feature to this composition is its combination of both programmatic 

tendencies and elements of absolute music. By designating each movement as a type of musical 

form: etude, divertissement, fugue, and berceuse, Bauzin provides commentary on the 

personification of the perceived qualities of each of these lesser defined musical forms. This 

characterization of subsequent forms transforms the piece from absolute music into the realm of 

programmatic music, with features that personify each form. The end result is a unique 

perspective on the qualities that each of these loosely defined musical forms encompass. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ESQUISSES FOR SOLO ALTO SAXOPHONE 

Composed: 1967-1968 
Opus No: 57 
Publisher: Editions Jean-Gabriel Bauzin, Murphy Music Press USA Distributor 
Dedication: Jean-Marie Londeix  
Duration: ca. 9’ 

Background 

Inspiration and Premiere 

When the First World Saxophone Congress took place in Chicago in 1969, the leading 

international members of the saxophone community, including Londeix, were invited to perform 

at this event. Included in this historical program was the premiere of Esquisses by Bauzin.111 

Londeix explains his programming choice for this performance was to: 

Express several aspects of my personality at that time: show my need for the 
substantiality of musical sections (Etudes by Koechlin), virtuosity (Impromptu by 
Dubois), and my taste for modernity (Gavambodi 2 by Charpentier). I found all these 
criteria gathered in the second Esquisse for solo alto saxophone by Bauzin.112   

Although this composition in its original form was entitled Six Esquisses, translated as 

Six Sketches or Six Improvisations, Londeix chose to perform only number two at this recital. 

Furthermore, movement six of the manuscript is incomplete, and movement five is lost. Only the 

first page of the sixth movement has survived, rendering the finale unplayable.113  

As such, this chapter focuses only on the second Esquisse, as this plays the most 

significant role in terms of both historical consequence and musical quality, as outlined by 

111 Thomas Liley, A Brief History of the World Saxophone Congress: 1969-2000 (Ham’s Lake: Jeannè, Inc., 2003), 
10. 
112 Jean-Marie Londeix, email to the author, March 13, 2017. 
113 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Esquisses for Solo Alto Saxophone and Piano, Score 1969. Manuscript. 
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Londeix. Furthermore, it is evident that individual movements are sanctioned to be performed as 

standalone works, as demonstrated by Londeix’s significant performance of the second 

movement in 1969. 

 

Other Notable Performances 

None documented.  

 

Publication 

The surviving manuscript was engraved for commercial publication by Murphy Music 

Press in 2019. 

 

Edits from the Manuscript 

The original tempo marking from the manuscript indicates the tempo of half note equals 

eighty beats per minute. This original tempo marking is scratched out in pencil in the manuscript, 

and replaced with the ninety-six beats per minute, with the text of “a la (two)”.114 A half note is 

drawn on the manuscript instead of the word two.115 Presumably, this change was made by 

Londeix as the subsequent markings in the score made with pencil are all in relation to the 

execution of saxophone technique needed to successfully perform the composition. As the 

technical abilities of Londeix were immense, his decision to increase the speed was likely to 

enhance the virtuosity displayed in the performance at this faster tempo. In the published version, 

the tempo range was edited to include the range of eighty to ninety-six beats per minute at the 

                                                 
114 Ibid. 
115 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Esquisses for Solo Alto Saxophone and Piano, Score 1969. Manuscript. 
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half note, encompassing the prescribed speed by both composer and performer.116 One should be 

advised that the original tempo marking of eighty is incredibly demanding on its own accord. 

 

Examining Characteristics of the Esquisse 

In his quotation above, Londeix outlines three prominent characteristics of this Esquisse 

he believed mirrored other standard literature for the instrument. He identified these as qualities 

he associated with substantive composition, worthy of a performance as significant as at the first 

World Saxophone Congress. As such, it is necessary to investigate each of these three musical 

components Londeix categorizes, and examine parallels between those characteristics present in 

the other selections of his program and the Esquisse. 

The least specific, yet most important, aspect acknowledged by Londeix is the need for 

the “sustainability of musical pieces.” The exact connotation of this term could be understood in 

two ways. Firstly, this could be in reference to the staying power of the composition, in hopes of 

becoming included in the instrument’s core repertoire. In his analysis, Londeix draws a direct 

parallel of this quality to the 15 Etudes, Op. 188 by Charles Koechlin. In his critical essay on 

these etudes, Londeix notes “Charles Koechlin is a composer who is still relatively unknown 

today.”117 Interestingly, this same status of relative obscurity could also be assigned to Bauzin. It 

is evident from Londeix’s choice of programming for this particular performance of consequence 

that the sustainability of this specific composition, independent of the critical acclaim of the 

composer himself, was to play an important role. 

The sustainability of the compositions from this performance holds true for all the pieces 

                                                 
116 Ibid. 
117James Umble, Jean-Marie Londeix: Master of the Modern Saxophone (Cherry Hill: Roncorp Inc., 2000), 252. 
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from this particular performance, with the exception of the Esquisses by Bauzin. Whereas the 

other three works of the program were subsequently added to the catalog of the two largest 

French publishers for saxophone, Billadout and Alphonse Leduc, the Bauzin Esquisses were not 

published until the writing of this document. It was clearly Londeix’s belief that this composition 

by Bauzin was of similar sustainability to these other works. Its subsequent lack of performances 

should not be attributed to its quality, relative to these works, but more likely from the 

composer’s lack of pursuit of publication. As noted earlier, Bauzin was largely noncommittal 

about notating all the components of his compositions, let alone submitting the completed work 

for publication. Given Bauzin’s most substantial and earliest work for saxophone, Sonata no. 1, 

was not published until 2006, it is not surprising the Esquisse remained unpublished, too. 

Secondly, Londeix could refer to the term “musical” as necessitating the presence of 

melody in composition. This is an important consideration when examining the increasingly 

modern aesthetic the repertoire for saxophone was beginning to develop at this time in history. 

Londeix identifies Koechlin’s overall compositional language as containing “discretion and 

simplicity. This restrained discretion is characterized by expressive modesty, delicacy, 

sweetness, intelligent discernment, and circumspection in the choice of compositional 

techniques”.118 Specifically, this can be found in the Koechlin Etude No. 2, “for the study of 

legato and development of the beauty of the sonority” where the writing style is overtly 

lyrical.119 

The presence of the musicality expressed by Londeix is present in the Esquisse, but it is 

less explicit. It is most apparent in the counter melody of the work, where eighth notes are 

                                                 
118 Umble, 252 
119 Ibid, 253. 
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written in opposition to the demanding technique of rapid sixteenth notes. Because Bauzin’s 

musical style is heavily peppered with the addition of grace notes as anticipatory gestures, 

however, these counter melodies are obscured with the extensive presence of this technique. 

Nevertheless, this segment of the composition seems to act as the counterbalance to the intense 

sections and employs the presence of melody Londeix identifies in his analysis of the merits of 

these two compositions. 

The next parallel Londeix draws in his quotation amongst the repertoire programmed on 

this performance is virtuosity in the Impromptu by Dubois. Londeix uses the abbreviated title of 

the composition, La Lièvre et la Tortue, Impromptu pour Saxophone Alto et Orchestre. 

Translated “the Tortoise and the Hare,” the two movement work features starkly opposing 

episodes of extremely slow, lyrical playing in the opening movement, paired with highly 

demanding technical passages in the second movement.  

Both the Impromptu and Esquisse contain a challenging amount of virtuosity. Londeix 

further explains his preference for works of demanding technique were utilized to “counter 

balance the more modern pieces” he usually programmed. 120 As the Esquisse contains both 

lyrical and virtuosic components, it serves as a testament to the ideal balance of the elements 

Londeix felt were essential for repertoire to succeed for the saxophone. 

The presence of virtuosity in both works functions to achieve a compositional balance, 

but is executed in contrasting ways. In the Esquisse, the technical passages are implemented in 

alternation with the eighth note counter melodies. Although intensified by the addition of grace 

notes, these eighth notes are less demanding than the numerous instances of sixteenth notes 

present throughout the entirety of the work. 

                                                 
120 Umble, 230. 
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In the Impromptu by Dubois, technical passages comprise the entire second movement, as 

a counter to the slow opening movement. Interestingly, the virtuosity in this writing by Dubois 

features a perpetual motion quality. In the writing of Bauzin, he too relies upon this device but in 

a way dissimilar from his previous compositions for saxophone. In his other works, perpetual 

motion is more episodic and concentrated throughout the works. In the Esquisse it is executed in 

a more global level, in that the composition contains almost no beats of rest. As such, the 

element of perpetuity is similarly an underlying element in both compositions’ identification of 

containing virtuosity. 

The third characteristic Londeix identifies in his analysis of Bauzin’s writing is his “taste 

for modernity” present in both the Gavambodi 2 by Charpentier and the Esquisse by Bauzin. 

Composed in 1966, the work was one of, if not the most, avant-garde works composed for 

saxophone prior to the Denisov Sonate in 1970. This is largely because of Chapentier’s study of 

Javanese Gamelan music and also likely influenced by his formal study with Messiaen.121 

The writing of the Esquisse by Bauzin does not contain such exotic influences as 

Charpentier, but shares the presence of non-tertian harmony that exists in both works. In this way 

both the Gavambodi 2 and Esquisses are largely in opposition to the tonal writing exhibited in 

both the Koechlin Etudes and Dubois Impromptu, counterbalancing the aesthetic of the second 

half of Londeix’s programming of his World Saxophone Congress performance.  

In Bauzin’s composition of the Esquisse, there is no formal utilization of modes as in the 

work by Charpentier. Rather, Bauzin composes the work in such a way, that the assertion of 

tonality is not prioritized. A primary way this is achieved is through the presence of large 

intervallic leaps. The intervals used are frequently larger than an octave. The result of this 

                                                 
121Jacques Charpentier, Gavambodi 2 for Alto Saxophone and Piano, (Paris: Alphonse Leduc) 1969.  
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choice, is that even when tertian sonorities are utilized, their intervallic distance obscures their 

function as an aural perception of consonance or dissonance. Although Londeix identifies both 

works as containing modern harmonies, their forms are parallel. Each has a clearly 

distinguishable ABA form present in the composition. Their harmony, however, is symbolic of a 

shift toward an ever growing modernity present in saxophone composition, indicative by the 

programming of these two works on this performance. 

Beyond the individual characteristics of each piece on this program, one must consider 

the larger implications this had on the direction of the saxophone as a classical medium.  Lacking 

a diverse catalog of original repertoire in its inception, the instrument relied largely on 

transcriptions, which featured the presence of almost exclusively tonal writing. This was 

continued with early original compositions for the saxophone, by Jean-Baptiste Singelée and 

Jules Demersseman, whom also composed chiefly in the tonal spectrum. 

In the early twentieth century, more exotic harmonies began to appear in the instrument’s 

core repertoire. The Concertino da camera by Jacques Ibert contains a large amount of 

diminished scales and arpeggios, and Ingolf Dahl’s Concerto for alto saxophone is intertwined 

with his Sinfonietta, with the later composed using a modified form of twelve tone 

composition.122 As techniques for musical composition continued to develop at large, the 

saxophone became a medium well suited for broadening of musical language, due to its 

relatively late invention. This trajectory would ultimately culminate with the programming of the 

Sonate by Edison Denisov at the Second World Saxophone Congress the following year. 

Looking at the role of the Esquisse in this evolution, one can see it played a significant 

                                                 
122 “Ingolf Dahl’s Sinfonietta for Concert Band: An Interpretive Analysis”, by Byron Adams. The Instrumentalist 
October 1988 p 21. 
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role in this process of repertoire development. Its selection to be included in this program was 

made by a leading performer in the field, whose programming decision drove the subsequent 

development of the saxophone at this time in history. Londeix identifies the work as containing 

the elements of modernity which both appealed to him, and were necessary in order to make the 

next larger step to Avant garde music with Denisov’s Sonate. 

 

Compositional Techniques 

Grace Notes 

One of the most prominent features of Bauzin’s compositional style present within this 

Esquisse is the frequent use of both ascending and descending grace notes.  The primary 

rhythmic cells of this work features eighth note patterns of varying leaps, which are 

counterbalanced by more virtuosic technical passages comprised of sixteenth notes. These grace 

notes are implemented regularly within the eighth note segments of this composition. This 

technique first makes an appearance at m.5 of the work. In this instance, the grace notes adhere 

the familiar and predictable pattern of functioning always as ascending half steps into the written 

eighth note. 

Example 21: Measures 5-7 

 
Later in the movement, the technique is intensified with a combination of both ascending 

and descending grace notes present in mm. 55 through 60. This unyielding use of writing 

melodic lines with grace notes greatly intensifies the difficulty of the execution of the technique 

necessary to perform this passage. Already occurring at an extremely brisk tempo, these grace 
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notes accentuate each beat on which they are used, and further shorten the time between written 

notes due to the added ornamentation. 

Example 22: Measures 55-60 

 
 

The grace notes in mm. 55-60 function in a similar way to the Sonata no. 1. Their 

presence is less decorative and more destructive to the implied harmony. The rapid rate in which 

listeners are presented with these grace notes causes a distortion of the melodic line. The 

recognition of the intervallic pattern present in the eighth note melody becomes obscured 

throughout by the effect of these additional pitches. 

 

Rhythmic Displacement  

Rhythmic displacement is utilized in the Esquisse through its occasional instances of 

mixed meter, first seen at m. 43. In this example, one measure of 3/4 time yields to a 3/8 bar. 

This pattern immediately occurs again, resulting in a second iteration of the same rhythmic 

pattern. At this juncture, one would expect the meter to return to the original cut time marking 

that has persisted up to this point. Bauzin undermines expectation in this moment by inserting an 

additional measure of 5/4 before returning to cut time in m. 48. This is an interesting instance of 

rhythmic displacement through metric modulation. Expectations are complicated initially with 

the use of 3/8 and then subsequently more disorientated by the one measure shift to 5/4, rather 

than return to the original meter. 
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Example 23: Measures 43-47  

 
A second instance of rhythmic displacement in this work occurs in m. 71. In this passage, 

the meter changes to 7/8, and remains until m. 76. Although this example does not include the 

numerous meter changes of the previous excerpt, the note groupings used by Bauzin create 

unpredictability and obscurity in their aural interpretation of meter. Having the possibilities of 

rhythmic groupings in both twos and threes available in 7/8 time, Bauzin varies these choices in 

the first three measures so that there is no repetition or whether or not the rhythms presented are 

functioning in 7/8, or if measures of cut time are interspersed with single measures of 3/8. This 

unpredictability does not subside until mm. 74 through 75, when a repeating pattern of three plus 

two, plus two, is utilized to make the presence of 7/8 meter more clear. 

Example 24: Measures 71-75 

 

Perpetual Motion 

One profound observation that can be made about this composition is the distinctive lack 

of rests present within the work. In this way the soloist is engaged in perpetual performance 

throughout the work. This decision to compose music without rests was likely made largely due 
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to the fact that the work is unaccompanied. The alternation between the eighth note and sixteenth 

note passages creates a call and response phenomenon in the work, without having to incorporate 

any moments of silence. 

 

Interval of a Seventh 

Composing music featuring the interval of a seventh, in numerous qualities, is an 

overriding feature of this work. This interval is primarily utilized through the eighth note 

portions of the work. This can be seen in mm. 1 and 3 where descending sevenths are present at 

the outset of the thematic material.  

Example 25: Measures 1-3  

 
 

This sporadic use of the interval of a seventh reaches a culmination in mm. 9 through 10. 

In this excerpt, the melodic content of these two measures is largely intervals of a seventh. The 

sevenths in this example are comprised chiefly of major sevenths, with one minor seventh 

present at the end of the sequence. At this point in the composition, Bauzin has developed the 

population of seventh intervals from the two instances initially present in the exposition of the 

melody, seen in the previous example.  

Example 26: Measures 9-10  
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A third instance of this technique that merits further discussion is the incorporation of this 

interval into the mixed meter passage previously identified as contributing to the utilization of 

rhythmic displacement. Starting in m. 43, each measure of simple meter begins with a 

descending minor seventh. Concert Ab4 to Bb3 occurs twice, and then is transposed a half step 

higher in m. 47, the 5/4 measure. This passage represents a blending of these compositional 

techniques by Bauzin into single illustration, heightening the effectiveness of their aural impact. 

Example 27: Measures 43-47  

 
  

The interval of a seventh is written to simultaneously assert and defeat tonality. The 

major seventh produces a half step leading tone that can be used to create a resolution for a 

temporary or local tonicization. Conversely, changing the quality of the seventh interval from 

major to minor or diminished, as seen in these examples can create uncertainty about the implied 

key areas, acting in opposition to the function of a major seventh. In the writing of the Esquisse, 

both of these practices are initiated by the composer. Largely, one of the primary roles this 

contributes to is the development of the modernity that Londeix references in his initial quotation 

about the piece.  Its presence in this work is of primary importance in establishing the beginnings 

of this aesthetic that would play an important role in the subsequent development of the 

repertoire for the saxophone.  

 

Harmonic Sequencing 

In many moments of this composition, the technique of harmonic sequencing is 
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combined with perpetual motion in order to intensify the musical effect. This is seen prominently 

in mm. 48 through 49, where descending half steps are written continually to create a sequence 

of a seamless melodic line. Outside of this local pattern of descending half steps, a larger 

structure occurs. Moreover, each two beat pattern contains a sequence of descending thirds. 

Measure 48 contains descending major, thirds which continues until the pattern ceases on the last 

beat of m. 49. This is the end of the sixteenth note perpetual motion, so it is a logical choice to 

break both patterns at this juncture. 

Example 28: Measures 48-49 

 
 

Conclusions 

The significance of the Esquisse by Bauzin far outweighs its current notability and 

performance history.  In 1969, the saxophone represented an instrument whose musical identity 

was rapidly evolving. This evolution was to occur not by one composition, but by a series of 

dedications of new works, programming choices, and performances that worked in concert to 

facilitate the establishment of a more modern shaping of the instrument’s capacity. The Esquisse 

by Bauzin represents a significant step in this process. Its elements of modernity, combined with 

its premiere and significance of dedicatee firmly point toward the work as substantial in the 

history of the instrument.  
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CHAPTER 6 

DIVERTIMENTO FOR SAXOPHONE TRIO 

Composed: 1968 
Opus No: 63 
Publisher: Henry Lemoine 
Dedication: to Jean-Marie Londeix, Ronald Mac Gee, and Alain Bouhey 
Available Recording: A live recording has been uploaded to the website of saxophonist Alain 
Bouhey123 
Duration: ca. 13’ 

Background 

Inspiration and Premiere 

The premiere of this composition occurred on January 14, 1969 at Bligny-sur-Ouche, 

France. All three dedicatees performed this composition at the premiere. No documents or 

anecdotes have survived relative to the composer’s inspiration for this composition. 

Other Notable Performances 

The trio of saxophonists performed the work seven additional times from January to 

March, 1969. Alain Bouhey explains the performances were part of a tour of schools in the Côte 

d’Or region of France in 1969, during which time the work was premiered.124 

Edits from the Manuscript 

The manuscript document is no longer available. All that remains is the published version 

by Lemoine. As such, no misprints or edits were able to be discerned.  

123Musiques En Trio Du Moyen-Âhe A 1969, accessed June 9, 2018, http://abouhey1.free.fr/trio.htm. 
124 Ibid. 
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Publication 

Although composed in 1968, the work was not published until 1970. 

 

Compositional Techniques  

Grace Notes 

The first movement contains the use of anticipatory grace notes written in the music 

found in the first alto saxophone part. Bauzin’s employment of this compositional technique is 

extremely conservative in the Divertimento, compared to his other works for saxophone. The 

execution of this technique occurs in the beginning of the first movement, during mm. 9, 11, 20 

and 22. Although brief, these grace notes are significant because they further the notion that the 

utilization of these gestures are integral to the compositional language of Bauzin, as they appear 

in every work for saxophone he composed.  

Example 29: Measures 9-11  

Divertimento by Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 
© Copyright Editions Henry Lemoine, Paris. 

Reprinted by Permission 
 

In this specific passage, it is helpful to analyze their musical function during their brief 

appearance. In these four measures, the melody amongst the three voices is too ambiguous to 

identify. The tenor saxophone performs a rhythmic bass line and the two alto saxophones 
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perform homophonic and syncopated rhythm. As the music for the first alto part is in the higher 

tessitura, one would be inclined to assign the melodic designation to this voice; however, it is 

this same voice which contains the use of grace note gestures by Bauzin. The sum of this is a 

brief disorientation, in which the melody is not detected until these grace notes subside.  

 

Rhythmic Displacement 

In movement three, Placabile, Bauzin composes music featuring rhythmic displacement 

in combination with a slower tempo to create a unique texture. Previous to this composition, a 

large majority of rhythmic displacement present in Bauzin’s music was comprised of meter 

changes, or occuring in sections that were composed at rapid tempi. The Placabile movement of 

the Divertimento is marked at a much slower tempo than these other examples, with the written 

tempo for this movement at quarter note equals seventy-two beats per minute. 

Another important element in this movement is the subsequent marking of “environ” at 

the onset of the work. Translated as “estimated” or “approximated,” this somewhat unusual 

tempo indication plays an important role in understanding the compositional intent. The first 

phrase is written in homophonic rhythm between the three saxophone parts. During this time, 

mm. 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 contain exclusively rhythmic motion on the up beats.  

Upbeat rhythmic motion factors prominently into the composition of the entire 

movement, but it is most significant in this opening phrase. When the movement begins, the 

listener establishes a rhythmic perception of the placement of the beat, which acts as a basis for 

further aural comprehension of the movement. 

Because of the slow tempo, and use of rhythmic displacement through upbeat motion, the 

result is rhythmic disorientation for the listener, in which the difference between down beats and 

upbeats is not easily discerned, underscoring a sense of rhythmic ambiguity. When the additional 
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tempo marking of “environ” is factored into this analysis, it becomes clear this was an intentional 

choice by Bauzin to create an approximated tempo, where the delineation of rhythmic accuracy 

was secondary to the aesthetic effect of ambiguity. 

Example 30: Measures 1-9  

 
Divertimento by Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 

© Copyright Editions Henry Lemoine, Paris. 
Reprinted by Permission 

 

Perpetual Motion 

Continuing its parallels to Bauzin’s Sonata no. 1, both rely heavily on the technique of 

perpetual motion. Entitled Giocoso, the second movement of the Divertimento creates a texture 

of one melodic voice and two accompaniment voices, which execute the perpetual motion. In the 

second movement of the Divertimento, a perpetual motion functions as the rhythmic motor 

which drives the entire movement by way of melodic thirty second notes. In order for this brisk 

tempo to remain constant, each beat of thirty second notes is traded between two of the voices 

throughout the movement. One voice performs the down beat, and the other voice performs a 
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group of notes on the upbeat, creating a seamless flow of thirty seconds and thereby, the 

technical burden can be shared amongst voices. These thirty second notes follow a predictable 

contour: the tenor saxophone pitches are always ascending; and, the second alto saxophone 

pitches are always descending.  

Example 31: Measures 1-10  

Divertimento by Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 
© Copyright Editions Henry Lemoine, Paris. 

Reprinted by Permission 
 

Interval of a Seventh 

Another of Bauzin’s traditional compositional hallmarks present is this movement is his 

reliance upon the interval of a seventh. His use of this interval is most prominent starting at m. 

40. It is especially apparent in this instance because all three voices are executing this same 

interval simultaneously.  

The music in this passage represents the concluding phrase of the B section within an 
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overall ABA’ form. Bauzin employs the major seventh in this passage is employed as an aural 

signifier of the end a developmental section. It is used in repetition, where the interval is 

presented four times in consecutive iterations, and then sounded a final time transposed one half 

step higher, before ushering in the modified recapitulation. Interestingly, the interval is written in 

perfect fourths between the three voices in this example. The function of the interval here is not 

as a dissonance, but rather as a formal signifier that the development has reached its culmination. 

Example 32: Measures 40-44  

 
Divertimento by Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 

© Copyright Editions Henry Lemoine, Paris. 
Reprinted by Permission 

 
Another interesting instance of this interval occurs on a more global scale throughout the 

entire movement. The first alto part begins on written F#4 immediately presenting the exposition 

of this movement. As the movement moves through both the exposition and subsequent 

development, another interval of a seventh links this opening pitch selection with the 

approximate midpoint of the movement. Beginning in m. 25, the same rhythm used in m. 1 is 

present, only in this passage it is written on F5 in the first alto part. This is noteworthy, as a 

major seventh encompasses the trajectory from m. 1 to the half way point of the movement. 

Although one could argue the composer felt the saxophone was incapable of playing any higher 

than F5 at this point in the saxophone’s history, this can be easily disproven by examining the 

concluding measure of this movement, where a written high F#5 is present. As such, this 
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weaving of a major seventh into the midway point of the movement is clearly an intentional 

choice that speaks to the overall understanding of the development of Bauzin’s compositional 

language. 

The remaining movements of this composition are entitled: Rubando, Leggierissimo, 

Amarevole, and Vivacissimamente. These subsequent movements contain elements of Bauzin’s 

compositional style previously discussed; however, their implementations are seen much more 

sporadic and less significant than the previous examples discussed in the first four movements. 

These closing movements alternate wildly from the extremely slow to the extremely fast in 

tempo indications, ranging from quarter note equals sixty-six in movement seven to one hundred 

seventy six in the finale. 

 

Harmonic Sequencing 

The first movement of the work, Moderatamente, contains numerous parallels to the first 

movement of the Sonata no. 1.  Both works share a similar tempo: the Sonata no. 1 is marked as 

quarter note equals eighty-eight; and, the opening of the Divertimento is marked as half note 

equals eighty-eight. Although in the Divertimento, the tempo is technically twice as fast, the 

pulse created is reminiscent of the first movement of Bauzin’s Sonata no. 1. An important 

difference between these two works is the presentation of the melodic material. In the Sonata no. 

1 there is a fugal element from the onset of the first movement. The piano presents the main 

subject for the first four measures, before the saxophone enters, echoing this melody. In the 

Divertimento this is abandoned and all three voices enter together, creating a homophonic 

rhythm at the inception of the work.  

Another parallel between these two movements is the form. Bauzin uses harmonic 
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sequencing in both instances in order to generate secondary theme material for both works. In the 

Divertimento, this is present at a more localized level, occurring between mm. 28 and 31. A two 

measure motive is written in the first alto part, and then sequenced down one whole step in the 

following two measures. This section is a transitional passage between the primary and 

secondary themes, which is subsequently also a sequence. The result of this is a small localized 

sequence which parallels a much larger sequence occurring over a longer period of time. 

Simultaneously, a second smaller sequence occurs in the second alto and tenor saxophone parts 

used to punctuate the primary melodic sequence occurring in the first alto saxophone. This 

global sequence is initiated with the presentation of the melodic material in mm. 1 through 4. 

The B section begins in m. 31 where this same melodic material reemerges. In this second 

hearing, the material is sequenced up one whole step. 

Example 33: Measures 28-31  

 
Divertimento by Pierre-Philippe Bauzin 

© Copyright Editions Henry Lemoine, Paris. 
Reprinted by Permission 

 
The sequence returns to the original key area, with the return of the A material, at m. 55. 

This instance does not represent a true recapitulation of the A material, but is presented as more 

of a shortened and modified coda to close the movement. After the original two measure motive 

is sounded in m. 55, another smaller sequence occurs. Starting in m. 57 beat four, and continuing 

to m. 58, beat three, this small sequence presents the same thematic material up one half step. 
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This is indicative of the diverse manner in which Bauzin weaves this compositional component 

into his writing.  

 

Conclusions 

A concept worth noting is the compositional medium chosen for this work. The 

saxophone trio is a lesser explored genre, and underscores the composer’s belief in the 

instrument as a classical medium. Another interesting feature present in the Divertimento is the 

extremely episodic nature of each movement. This is part of a larger pattern of Bauzin’s 

compositional process in which he prefers the use of undefined forms for the delineation of his 

movements. This has already been seen both in the Sonata no.1, Cinq Pièces, and Divertimento. 

The movement titles are evocative of a programmatic nature in order to facilitate an extra 

musical explanation of the subsequent movements. In the Divertimento, this is seen explicitly in 

the third movement, marked Placible, environ.  
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CHAPTER 7 

QUATUOR NO.1 POUR SAXOPHONES 

Composed: 1962 
Opus: 29  
Publisher: Editions Jean-Gabriel Bauzin, Murphy Music Press USA Distributor 
Dedication: None 
Duration: ca. 9’ 

Background 

Inspiration and Premiere 

The manuscript contains no written dedication of any kind. Because Jean-Marie Londeix 

was not associated with any of the performances of this piece, the handwritten notes that have 

supplied information about the premiere and other performances of Bauzin’s works for 

saxophone are not present on this manuscript.125  

Other Notable Performances 

None documented. 

Publication 

The surviving manuscript was engraved for publication by Murphy Music Press in 2019. 

Edits from the Manuscript 

It is unclear if Bauzin intended for this composition to span three or four movements. 

Three staves of the beginnings of a fourth movement appear at the bottom of the manuscript of 

125 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Quatuor no. 1 pour Saxophones, Score 1962. Manuscript. 
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the score.126 Aside from these thirty measures marked “IV,” no other music was either composed 

or has survived relative to the fourth movement. The result is the presentation of the published 

version as three complete movements, with the brief and incomplete fourth movement material 

omitted from publication.  

 

Compositional Techniques 

Grace Notes 

Within this composition Bauzin does not use grace note ornamentation in the manner 

previously done. Rather, he uses a series of trills in the third movement to create a modified 

variation of this aspect of his compositional style. This effect is first seen in mm. 25 through 30 

in the third movement. Bauzin scores this passage by utilizing a pairing of voices. He chooses to 

score the melodic content in the outer voices, soprano and baritone saxophones, and the 

ornamentation in the inner voices, alto and tenor saxophone.  

As the outer voices sound a melody that is rhythmically similar to each other, the inner 

voices create a counter melody comprised primarily of ornamentation, in a composite manner. 

Beginning in m. 25, the music found in the alto saxophone trills by ascending half step for the 

duration of the measure. At the same time, the tenor begins to execute a secondary trill, instead 

lasting for two beats. This creates the basis for the two measure ornamentation pattern that exits 

in this portion of the third moment of this composition. The pattern repeats two additional times 

and is varied by alternating which instrument initiates the cycle, by trilling for four counts, 

between the alto and tenor voices upon each subsequent reiteration.  

Although this example does not contain grace notes explicitly, the sum effect of this 

                                                 
126 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Quatuor no. 1 pour Saxophones, Score 1962. Manuscript. 
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ornamented passage is identical to Bauzin’s previous implementation of grace notes, they create 

a distortion and interruption of the melodic content. The unmetered repetition of the trills, and 

the variation in the timbre of the two measure pattern all create a similar type of aural 

disorientation. This is similar to previous ways that Bauzin directed his use of grace notes in 

other instances of his compositions for saxophone.    

Example 34: Measures 25-30  

 
 

Rhythmic Displacement 

In the first movement of this composition, Bauzin uses the technique of rhythmic 

displacement in a different manner than normally implemented. In many other instances, Bauzin 

creates an implied hemiola. In its most common form, the composer creates a composite line that 
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occurs throughout the entire ensemble in order to achieve an implied meter. In the first 

movement of the Quatuor, Bauzin instead uses homophonic rhythm to create rhythmic 

displacement throughout the ensemble.  

Beginning in m. 54, all members of the ensemble enter on beat two. This is the beginning 

of a six measure syncopated, homophonic melody, subdivided into three short phrases. Each 

entrance of these subsequent phrases occurs on an upbeat, underscorng the syncopation. The fact 

that all voices of the quartet execute this rhythm simultaneously creates rhythmic ambiguity. 

Because there is no perceived down beat for which this syncopation is to be framed, there is no 

reference for the context of the rhythm during this six measure period. The result is an intensified 

version of Bauzin’s fondness for rhythmic displacement, in which the implied meter becomes 

obfuscated. 

Example 35: Measures 54-60 

 
This example is indicative of a larger pattern elucidating Bauzin’s use of rhythmic 

displacement. When the ensemble is comprised of unlike voices, such as saxophone and piano, 

Bauzin employs rhythmic displacement in a composite manner throughout the ensemble, as 

previously discussed. When the ensemble is comprised of like instruments, Bauzin exhibits a 

preference for this technique in a homophonic fashion, frequently found within the slower 
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movements of the composition. The same characteristic discussed in this example from the 

Quatuor is extremely similar to the opening of the third movement of Bauzin’s Divertimento for 

Saxophone Trio in which rhythmic ambiguity is executed in a homophonic manner.  

 

Perpetual Motion 

Bauzin’s use of perpetual motion within this composition is executed in a similar way as 

in his Divertimento for Saxophone Trio. In both compositions the rhythmic cell that implements 

the perpetuity is split amongst members of the ensemble at the individual beat level, in order to 

facilitate a continuous rhythmic motor with variation of timbre. 

In the Quatuor, the phenomenon is seen primarily in the second movement beginning at 

m. 54. During this passage, the function of the members of the ensemble is reduced to three 

distinct roles. The soprano saxophone presents the melody, the baritone saxophone sounds a bass 

line, and the inner voices, alto and tenor saxophones, combine to create a perpetual motor of 

sixteenth note sextuplets.  

An important point regarding the use of perpetual motion in this example, as well as 

many other of Bauzin’s compositions for saxophone, is his use of perpetuity does not advance 

the harmonic progression. Rather, it acts as a stagnation or extension, instead of continuation of 

the harmonic progression. This is seen by way of repeating sextuplets used to create the 

perpetuity, composed with the same two pitches. 

The aural result of this compositional decision is the sounding of perpetual rhythm at the 

interval of a perfect fourth, which does not support the harmonic progression present in this 

passage. Bauzin’s use of perpetual motion in this manner presents the technique as a standalone 

mechanism, rather than functioning concurrently with his other compositional techniques. 
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Example 36: Measures 54-60 

 
 

Interval of a Seventh 

The interval of a seventh is interspersed liberally throughout the entire composition; 

however, one instance in particular clearly accentuates Bauzin’s approach to the implementation 

of this sonority. This passage is seen immediately at the onset of the composition, in mm. 1 

through 3 of the first movement. These first three measures function in an introductory capacity: 

all voices of the ensemble sound a trill and enter in a staggered manner. The order the sounding 

pitches are introduced in this instance are as follows: the baritone enters first with a concert A# 

followed by the tenor with a concert E, alto with a concert A, and soprano with a concert G#. 

This results in the presence of both a major seventh, between the baritone and alto, and minor 

seventh, between the baritone and soprano, sounding concurrently.  
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The first observation that can be discerned from this excerpt is the furthering of the 

notion that Bauzin does not compose the interval of the seventh as a sonority that is to be 

resolved through traditional voice leading practices. The presence of both major and minor 

qualities act in opposition to common practice harmony and therefore, tonality cannot yet be 

established.  

Example 37: Measures 1-4  

 
Another aspect to consider with Bauzin’s use of the seventh in his compositional 

language is his tendency to leave seventh intervals unresolved. As seen in this example, once all 

voices have entered, the resulting cluster chord is sustained for the duration of m. 3 and then 

continued, rather than resolved, into the pitches for exposition of the first theme of the movement 

in m. 4. As a result, this introductory chord does not serve as a preparation for the harmonies to 

be utilized in the thematic material, but instead is the basis for the thematic material beginning in 

m. 4. This example is an excellent case study in Bauzin’s implementation of this interval within 

his distinctive compositional language. 

 

Harmonic Sequencing 

As with his other compositions, harmonic sequencing is frequently seen within the 
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Quatuor. One instance in which this technique is prominently employed occurs in mm. 212 to 

218 in the first movement. In this passage, Bauzin implements this technique in order to facilitate 

organization within the scoring of the ensemble. The melody is presented in the soprano 

saxophone part, while the three other voices provide accompaniment figures in a homophonic 

fashion, during the first four measures of the excerpt. This textural organization is in the tradition 

of French saxophone quartet composition, harkening back to the earliest days of compositions 

dedicated to the Marcel Mule Saxophone Quartet such as the Introduction et Variations sur une 

Ronde Populaire by Gabriel Pierné and the Andante et Scherzo by Eugène Bozza.  

Example 38: Measures 212-218  

 
At one level, the harmonic sequence operates in ascending half and whole steps at each 

beat, as each of the lower three voices sound an ascending accompaniment line. At the larger 
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level, these accompanimental sequenced figures can be grouped into two measure patterns which 

facilitate the harmonic progression. This is evident as the soprano saxophone executes a two 

measure sequence that ascends by half step from mm. 212 to 214.  

Beginning in m. 216, the scoring of this “three versus one” organizational texture is 

altered. The melody is temporarily reassigned to the baritone saxophone, while the other three 

voices execute a variation of the previous harmonic sequence. This scoring continues for one 

additional measure before the initial three versus one orientation returns. 

 

Conclusions 

Bauzin’s Quatuor demonstrates a vast array of opportunities to further understand his 

compositional language.  His scoring of a “three versus one” texture first provides commentary 

on the past. Bauzin’s use of unresolved sevenths and combination of both major and minor 

sevenths sounding simultaneously, demonstrates a harmonic development beyond earlier 

compositions for this medium. His implementation of perpetual motion demonstrates a 

differentiation of this technique based on the scoring of the performance medium, varying when 

the instrumentation changes from like to unlike combinations. 
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CHAPTER 8 

OTHER WORKS FOR SAXOPHONE BY BAUZIN 

Aside from the six compositions previously described, Bauzin’s opus for saxophone 

contains numerous other significant additions. Because of the composer’s frequent preference for 

improvising accompaniment parts, rather than notating them, all of the compositions 

subsequently listed contain accompaniment that is incomplete in some manner. Regardless, 

exploring these works garners a greater understating and appreciation of the scope of the 

composer’s complete catalog of works for saxophone. 

Title: 1er Concerto pour Saxophone Alto et Orchestre 

Composed: 1959127 
Opus No: 18 
Dedication: “to my friend Jean-Marie Londeix”128 
Duration: ca. 17’ 

The first concerto for saxophone by Bauzin is significant because it was written during 

his most prolific period of saxophone composition, 1959-1960, during which time he wrote four 

large works for the instrument. These works include the Sonata no. 1 (Op. 15), First Concerto 

(Op. 18) Cinq Pièces (Op. 19) and Poème (Op. 20). Previous to this document, little has been 

known about this saxophone concerto. In fact, the composition does not even appear in the 

composer’s official catalog listing, where opus numbers 16-19 are omitted due to lost 

manuscripts.129  

127 Jean-Marie Londeix, A Comprehensive Guide to Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-2003 (Cherry Hill: Roncorp Inc. 
2003), 27. 
128 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, 1er Concerto pour Saxophone Alto et Orchestre, Score 1959. Manuscript. 
129 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, “Catalog,” accessed May 10, 2017, 
http://pierrephilippebauzin.free.fr/Francais/PierrePhilippeBauzin.php?page=Biographie. 
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Upon the author’s urging, Jean-Gabriel, Bauzin’s son, was able to locate the partial 

manuscript for the orchestral score, partial saxophone solo part, and a complete recording for this 

composition. These artifacts are essential to develop the beginnings of an understanding of this 

previously unknown work. The recording is significant because it exists in a piano reduction, in 

which Jean-Marie Londeix performs the saxophone and Bauzin performs the piano. This is the 

only surviving recording of the work, preserved by the most authoritative performing force 

possible. 

When compared to the score of the work, however, this recording becomes slightly 

problematic. The portion of the score manuscript that has been rediscovered contains only the 

first movement. The piano accompaniment on the recording, when compared with the notated 

score, is dissimilar. The dissimilarities are not the type anticipated when a full orchestral score is 

reduced, but instead the actual thematic material present in the piano part is different, and at 

times wildly different, than the corresponding sections of the orchestral score. If this work was to 

be restored, one would have to transcribe the piano part, and then use this as the basis for any 

subsequent reorchestration of the accompaniment, as the score and saxophone part to the second 

and third movements cannot be accounted for at this time. 

The recording that survives is a beautiful three movement composition, which upon 

hearing, one can easily discern similar motives used from the other saxophone works composed 

during this prolific period of 1959-1960. The first movement contains unmistakable parallels to 

the opening of Sonata no.1. The most striking instance is an almost identical piano transition 

between the A and B sections present in both the first movements of the sonata and concerto. 

The second movement, in the author’s opinion, contains some of the most beautiful 

lyrical passages for the saxophone ever composed by Bauzin. After presenting the melody in the 
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saxophone, both the piano and saxophone alternate performing long acapella cadenzas. The 

saxophone cadenza is both dramatic, and captivating. Beginning in a lyrical nature, the 

saxophone cadenza later develops into a virtuosic demonstration of both technique and phrasing, 

before reuniting with the piano accompaniment resulting in an attacca transition into the third 

movement. 

The final movement demonstrates an undeniable similarity to the closing movement of 

Bauzin’s Cinq Pièces. Its brisk tempo, liberal use of grace notes, and scherzo like qualities 

present clear parallels to the distinctive conclusion of the Cinq Pièces. Like Bauzin’s other 

compositions for saxophone, each movement of this concerto presents a distinctive episodic 

character, which is ripe with the compositional devices representative of Bauzin’s style.  

 

Title: Concerto for Saxophone Quartet 

Composed: 1962 
Opus No: 22 
Dedication: for the Daniel Deffayet Saxophone Quartet 
Duration: ca. 22’130 
 

The Concerto for Saxophone Quartet is the most elusive of Bauzin’s opus for saxophone. 

No documentation, in regards to the printed music for this composition, has been able to be 

located. All information on the piece is supplied from Jean Marie Londeix’s entry on Bauzin in 

his text, A Comprehensive Guide to Saxophone Repertoire 1844-2003. From this repertoire guide 

entry, all that is known about this work, aside from the aforementioned information, is that the 

work is scored for string orchestra accompaniment and is divided into three movements: 

                                                 
130 Jean-Marie Londeix, A Comprehensive Guide to Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-2003 (Cherry Hill: Roncorp Inc. 
2003), 27. 
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Tranquille, Adage, Allegrerement.131 Although no aural or physical primary evidence exists 

regarding this composition, its existence is undeniable when examining its function within the 

larger aspect of Bauzin’s opus.  

The Concerto for Saxophone Quartet was composed in the same year as Bauzin’s Opus 

29, Quatuor for saxophones.  From 1959 to 1969, Bauzin was rapidly composing several pieces 

during a short period of time, with his opus 28-38 all composed during 1962 alone. The second 

factor that corroborates the likelihood of the existence of the Concerto for Saxophone Quartet is 

the dedicatee. Bauzin wrote a second piece, Concerto no. 2, also dedicated to Deffayet in 1966. 

This too, was scored for orchestral accompaniment. It is a logical assertation that the Concerto 

for Saxophone Quartet, dedicated to Deffayet, subsequently led to a second dedication to 

Deffayett by way of Bauzin’s Second Concerto for saxophone in 1966. 

 

Title: 2me Concerto pour Saxophone Alto et Orchestre a Cordes  

Composed: 1966 
Opus No: 55 
Dedication: for Daniel Deffayet  
Duration: 22’132 
 

The 2me Concerto by Bauzin presents two interesting differences when compared to the 

First Concerto. The First Concerto was composed for full symphony orchestra, while the second 

was scored for only string orchestra. Secondly, the dedicatee Deffayet, became the second 

saxophonist, after Londeix, to whom Bauzin dedicated a saxophone composition. An important 

historical element to consider regarding the 2me Concerto is where this particular composition 

falls in the timeline of Bauzin’s opus. Composed in 1966, it precedes the Esquisses for solo 

                                                 
131 Ibid. 
132 Londeix , 27. 
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saxophone, Op. 57, by one year. Bauzin was one of only a few to have written music for both 

Deffayet and Londeix simultaneously, arguably two of the most important living performers of 

the saxophone at this time.133 

Compared to the First Concerto, even less material has survived for this this piece. No 

recording or information regarding performances of this work could be located relative to this 

composition. From the surviving manuscript, it can be discerned that the work shares many 

similarities to the first concerto in its formal construction. The second movement, marked Grave, 

presents a lyrical melody that transitions into a long, acapella saxophone cadenza. This cadenza 

connects movements two to three with an attacca indication. The third movement is marked 

Prestissimo with unyielding technical demands for the performer. In addition to no surviving 

recording, the score and saxophone parts for the first movement are missing, and the 

accompaniment for the third movement was not copied into the surviving manuscript.  

 

Title: Sonata no 2 for alto saxophone and piano 

Composed: 1971 
Opus No: 70 
Dedication: none 
Duration: 9’134 
 

Sonata no. 2 is the only work from this section of lost compositions that was able to be 

restored to completion. In order to recover this piece, Jean-Gabriel Bauzin first located the 

manuscript of the complete saxophone solo part and corresponding piano manuscript to the first 

movement of the composition. This was a significant discovery given the infrequency in which 

Bauzin would notate accompaniment parts. In order to facilitate the completion of this 

                                                 
133 Harry Gee, Saxophone Soloists and Their Music: 1844-1985 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 215. 
134 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin, Sonata no. 2 for Alto Saxophone and Piano. Score, 1971. Unpublished Manuscript  
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composition, a piano part was needing to be added to the preexisting saxophone part for the 

closing movement of the work. 

This missing piano part was posthumously written by composer Haley Woodrow (b. 

1984) in 2017. Upon completing personal research on the compositional output of Bauzin, 

Woodrow composed an original piano part, in the style of Bauzin, which could be presented in 

concert with the pre-composed saxophone part. Woodrow composed this piano part in a ghost 

writing capacity, writing in a style she felt accurately represented the general compositional 

tendencies present in other works by Bauzin. Given Bauzin’s fondness for improvisation, and his 

frequent recomposing of accompaniment parts during performances, it is the author’s opinion 

that the methodology used to create this piano part does not detract from the compositional 

integrity of the work itself.  

Composed twelve years after his first work for saxophone, the Sonata no. 2 represents a 

development of a later compositional style by Bauzin. Overall, the texture and harmonies of the 

second sonata are denser, while still retaining many of the traditional hallmarks of Bauzin’s 

aesthetic. This can be seen in the beginning of the first movement of the work. Like many of 

Bauzin’s previous compositions, the first movement is in ABA form with a piano introduction 

that is imitated in the saxophone entrance; however, this introductory material and first theme 

rely less on melodic gesture, as used in previous works, and more on rhythmic complexity with 

even larger intervallic leaps present than in Bauzin’s earlier compositions for saxophone. 

This same density of material is observed in the second movement of the work. Prior to 

this composition, many of the inner movements composed by Bauzin predominately feature 

melodic lyricism. The material of this movement is still lyrical in nature, however, it is lacking 

the overt romanticism seen in earlier instances of Bauzin’s inner movements. This is especially 
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apparent when compared to the third movement of the Sonata no. 1 for saxophone. The manner 

in which both phrases and cadences resolve prove to be the most contrasting example when 

examining the evolution between the lyrical writing utilized in both the first and second sonatas. 

The work represents a significant change in style in Bauzin’s last work composed for saxophone 

and piano. 

 

Title: Folk Rhapsody  

Composed: 1978 
Opus No: 90 
Duration: 20 mins 
 

The Folk Rhapsody by Bauzin requires a performing force that is both grandiose and 

fantastical in scale. The work is written for saxophone soloist, saxophone quartet, saxophone 

ensemble, full symphonic wind ensemble, and children’s choir. Performances of a work of this 

magnitude have been infrequent, however, a complete video performance of the work is 

currently available online.135 The work is composed in two movements. The first movement is 

very much in the style of a concerto for the solo saxophone, with all other ensemble members 

operating in different accompaniment roles. The exception to this is the children’s choir, which is 

not utilized until the second movement. During the first movement, several small cadenzas in the 

saxophone solo highlight the compositional style of Bauzin. Grace notes and rhythmic 

displacement are prominently featured within these instances of this movement. The second 

movement counters the technical demands of the first movement by implementing the children’s 

choir. The saxophone soloist and the choir perform frequently in unison with a folk song style 

                                                 
135 Pierre-Philippe Bauzin-Folk Rhapsody, accessed June 12, 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UBS0BzZgm9M. 
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melody. The origins and authenticity of this folksong are unknown, but the aesthetic goal of 

counter balance to the first movement is achieved by way of this melodic device.   
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS 

The music of Pierre-Philippe Bauzin encompasses a rich musical tapestry combined with 

significant historical influence on the saxophone. It is evident that the contributions of this 

composer to the repertoire of the instrument have been vastly underrepresented in both 

scholarship and performance. Throughout this document, it has become apparent that the output 

of music by Bauzin, previously infrequently performed or regarded as lost, instead plays an 

integral role in the larger narrative of saxophone history.  

This is first seen in the sheer magnitude of Bauzin’s compositional output for saxophone. 

These include works for solo saxophone, saxophone and piano, saxophone concerti with both 

string orchestra and full symphonic orchestra accompaniment, saxophone trio, saxophone 

quartet, and the grandiose orchestration of saxophone in his Folk Rhapsody. Bauzin’s efforts 

resulted in eleven original compositions for the saxophone. 

Another significant component of Bauzin’s saxophone works are their affiliation with 

significant performers in the instrument’s history. His works were dedicated to two of the most 

prominent saxophonists of his generation, Jean-Marie Londeix and Daniel Deffayet. Bauzin 

became one of only a few composers, along with Pierre-Max Dubois, Guy Lacour, and Henri 

Tomasi, to both dedicate and have works performed by these two prominent historical figures 

simultaneously.  

A historical element to consider is the notability of the events at which the music of 

Bauzin was performed. His compositions were prominently featured in the programs of Jean-

Marie Londeix at both the First and Second World Saxophone Congresses held in 1969 and 

1970. These two performances were both of monumental significance when analyzed as 
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independent events, however, when considered in tandem the impact of Bauzin on the history of 

saxophone becomes even more profound. 

The first of these, a performance of the Esquisses at the First World Saxophone Congress, 

was a significant testament to the overall quality of Bauzin’s composition. Londeix chose this 

piece as a central part of the repertoire of his performance at this event, which featured other 

works which would later become central to the core of saxophone literature. 

At the Second World Saxophone Congress in 1970, the music of Bauzin was also 

prominently featured, where Londeix’s performance of the Sonata no. 1 was paired with the 

Denisov Sonate. As a result, this immensely important moment in saxophone history became 

inseparable with the music of Bauzin. By way of this performance, Londeix wished to balance 

the program with one piece encompassing all the possibilities of the instrument up to 1970, 

demonstrated by the Sonata no. 1, and then the future possibilities of the instrument by way of 

the Denisov Sonate. Londeix’s choice of the Bauzin to signify the former is a testament to the 

compositional depth and substance present in Bauzin’s music for saxophone.  

Another success Bauzin enjoyed was the development of a distinct compositional 

aesthetic, which can be understood to both clearly identify his writing, and separate his style 

from his contemporaries also composing for the saxophone at that time. The techniques 

frequently utilized by Bauzin, were not unique to him alone, but were used in concert to execute 

the development of the density of saxophone composition in the French tradition, in terms of 

harmony and rhythm. Composing music comprised of seventh intervals was used to blur the 

identification of consonant versus dissonant sonorities. Bauzin’s frequent grace notes further 

obscured this relationship between consonance and dissonance. The implementation of perpetual 

motion intensified the technical demands of the saxophone that would play a large role in the 
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instrument’s development of Avant garde literature to come. This also coincided with Bauzin’s 

fondness for rhythmic displacement making the relationship between saxophone and piano more 

homogenous than previously seen. 

As the result of this research into the life of Pierre-Philippe Bauzin and the detailed 

analysis of his music for saxophone, document, it is the author’s goal to underscore the historic 

and musical significance to the concert repertoire for saxophone and its canon. The music of 

Bauzin exists as a clear stepping stone in the development of the instrument’s repertoire at large, 

and is made only more poignant when paired with the celebrated performers and historic 

performances this music enjoyed.  
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